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A E - C O N N E C T I O N
Modeling Built Works After Natural Systems
by Laurie Anne Griffith
Submitted on 19 January 2001 to the Department of Architecture in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the Degree of Master of Architecture from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
ABSTPA CT
The constructed world is full of built works that consume energy and emit unusable waste. This is fostered by the act of
'masking' the true situation and the lack of imbedded feedback, associated with the destructive operations of centralized,
unintelligent systems. This inefficient organization encourages the destructive processes of production and consumption to
remain unaccountable, broadening the disparity between the built environment and the natural ecosystem. Similarly, there is
an increasing social disconnection between people and the natural environment, signified by less time spent outdoors and
particular advancements in building technology.
In order to counter this trend, this thesis takes the position that it is imperative to become more ecologically and socially
interconnected. To accomplish this, it is necessary to draw from the efficiency and interdependency of the natural environ-
ment; therefore, built systems must model themselves after natural systems. In response to this need, I have proposed built
works as net producers of energy, inherently giving to the livelihood of the whole, and participating in an expressed,
dynamic built world eco-system/place.
This intention was initially addressed by establishing criteria to re-define the relationships between existing built works and
energy production, motivated by the notions of a whole-systems methodology <3.1>, renewable energy production and
recycling <3.2>, and social involvement and influence <3.3>. The design intention was then executed by focusing on
both energy flows and available renewable energy sources, coupled with a process of un-masking and re-connecting in
order to heighten awareness, respect, and delight in the context of the built environment. As the set of criteria was con-
ceived, a 'typical' urban site was chosen on which to integrate and test these intentions. The following design exploration
addresses the means employed to transform the existing site into an energy producing system of entities, and
an ecologically and socially interconnected built place.
Thesis advisor: John E. Fernandez Assistant Professor Building Technologies
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How to begin
We have lived by the assumption that what was good for us would be good for the world.
We have been wrong.
We must change our lives, so that it will be possible to live by the contrary assumption that what is good for the world will be good for us.
And that requires that we make the effort to know that world and learn what is good for it.
We must learn to cooperate in its processes, and to yield to its limits.
But even more important, we must learn to acknowledge that the creation is full of mystery; we will never clearly understand it.
We must abandon arrogance and stand in awe.
We must recover the sense of the majesty of the creation, and the ability to be worshipful in its presence.
For it is only on the condition of humility and reverence before the world that our species will be able to remain in it.
Wendell Berry, Recollected Essays
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why
It is my belief, that in society's current way of thinking and
practice, the natural environment and the built environment
share little in common. The natural environment operates
within the context of the ecosystem, defined by Kenneth
Yeang as a dynamic, self-sustaining, complex set of inter-
relationships and interdependencies, where each member
02 released contributes in some capacity to the whole, and energy and
matter is neither created nor destroyed.' Simply stated,
C02 absorbed the natural environment achieves a total energy loop. Con-
versely, the 'mindset' of the built environment chooses to
be dominant over and claim independence from the natu-
ral environment 2 It seeks to create its own artificial sys-
tems, neglects to be an equal participant of the ecosys-
tem, and does not concern itself with contributing to the
livelihood of a whole. Therefore, the built environment is a
discontinuous input/waste loop.
The built environment, in its attempt to 'survive' and
'progress', continues to be more destructive than sustain-
able towards the natural environment. Non-renewable natu-
' ral resources by definition have a finite end due to the im-
balance in the rate at which they are consumed, compared
to the rate they are naturally formed. The waste that is pro-
duced from one part of the built environment is typi-
cally not useful to any other part, and therefore creates
residues that degrade the integrity of the natural environ-
ment. It is this linear and autonomous approach that con-
tinues to be a detriment rather than an asset to the built
environment, forming a 'gap' between it and the natural
environment.
This disparity that exists between the natural and built
environments has been greatly accelerated and exacer-
bated through the advent of industrialization. The Indus-
trial Revolution gave rise to modern capitalism and ex-
panded the possibilities for material development and
progress.3 Rapid industrialization continues to drive for-
ward centralized production. As a result, it has become
increasingly difficult for people to fathom the repercus-
sions of their actions in relation to the natural environ-
ment. This lack of awareness is caused by such factors
as the inability of people to visually perceive the ramifica-
tions of their actions, and the practice of concealing, or
'masking', that alters the true perception of a situation
due to artificial and autonomous systems.
Through advances in technology, the production of goods
continues to become evermore centralized, coupled with
the abilities to control systems and communicate easily
across longer distances. Conglomerates found in all
diagram of ecosystem
diagram of built system
facets of the built environment, from farming -to banking -
to manufacturing, continue to absorb more and more dis-
tributed parts, thereby growing ever larger. This trend re-
moves the processes and connections of these systems
from the foreground of the everyday, to the background of
the remote. While becoming increasingly centralized is
beneficial in some respects, in terms of energy produc-
tion, energy use, and the dynamic, unpredictable nature of
any particular locality, centralized production is inflexible.
Currently, most energy is produced from a highly central-
ized system comprised of a few power plants providing for
numerous, widely dispersed buildings and industries. This
organization renders the entire system rigid in a very com-
plex, fluctuating environment.
The complexity and centralization of industrial processes
foster the inability of people to witness the dynamics and
variables of the built world, and therefore these remain
masked. Most energy and industrial flows are invisible or
only partly visible, and therefore these processes are taken
for granted.4 For example, the raw materials used for en-
ergy production do not originate from a 'local' source for
most locations. Due to this lack of 'visual presence', there
exists no reason for a person to question the negative ef-
fects that result from production. It is also difficult for people
to perceive visible repercussions to the environment be-
cause the effects typically span longer than a single hu-
man generation. This obscures the ability to witness the
consequences within a lifetime, and fosters the epidemic
of not considering and planning for the future. There cur-
rently exist few provisions of feedback to question the
consequences for the built world, the natural world, and
future generations.
This division further persists because capitalism neglects
to place value on the natural resources that it employs.5
This neglect again vindicates the actual situation to be
disguised, and therefore conceals any negative impacts
that an action may have in relation to the environment.
An example of this includes the lack of monetary value
assessed for damage to the ecosystem when extracting
non-renewable materials. By not quantifying the economic
worth of natural destruction, most raw materials appear
to be abundant and economical. Government subsidies,
globalization of trade, and imbalances in market power
also obscure the true economic cost of environmental
destruction or the use of non-renewable energy.6 This
masking currently 'appears' to take care of the situation;
however, it is only a temporary fix, meanwhile leaving the
process of natural destruction and its toll mysterious to
the great majority of people.
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OF, IINI
In tandem with the gap that exists between built and natu-
ral systems, there endures a social disconnection between
people and the natural environment. This has become
apparent as the ties between people and the their sur-
rounds become increasingly tenuous. This is caused by
the lack of direct connection with the natural environment
due to the loss of greenspace in developed areas, a re-
sult of low-density development; and a lack of apprecia-
tion for open, fallow land. There is also a decrease in the
amount of time that people spend outdoors. In the United
States, those who are employed (and presumably be-
coming more productive) find that they are working one
hundred to two hundred hours more per year than people
did twenty years ago.7 Finally, the introduction of artifi-
cial mechanical systems into the built environment fos-
ters a barrier between natural systems and the buildings
that people inhabit. The goal of mechanical heating and
cooling systems is to "achieve a thermal 'steady-state'
across time and a thermal equilibrium across space."'
This type of uniformity is very unnatural, requiring a great
deal of effort and energy to sustain. Lisa Heschong claims
that "when thermal comfort is a constant condition, con-
stant in both space and time, it becomes so abstract that
it loses the potential to focus affection,"9 and therefore
any connection with the outdoor environment.
Built systems relentlessly progress and advance with little
acknowledgement or awareness of the needs of their sur-
roundings, the needs of the fellow parts within their lo-
cale, or the abundance or exploitation of the natural re-
sources on which they are so dependant. Conversely, it
can be observed that natural systems everywhere con-
stantly operate, advance, and coordinate in a complex,
dynamic global cycle. Natural systems operate on free,
clean energy received from the sun. This energy is trans-
ferred from food into waste by one part of the system,
which becomes food again for another, rendering the parts
interdependent. The inherent goal is to evolve and trans-
form as conditions change with time, and, as such, the
system as a whole continues to evolve, prosper and sur-
vive. It is the ultimate example of a set of relationships
that achieves a continuous input-waste loop, despite mil-
lions of parts. This phenomenon has sustained for thou-
sands of years, and is proof that it is possible to exist on
Earth without destroying the integrity of natural resources
or the survival of the parts of the system. This thesis
asks the question: why is this not a model for the
built environment?
What
Progress, Deregulation, and
Renewable Energy Sources
At a time when there exists a disconnection between people,
built works, and the environment, the need for a goal and a
purpose firmly grounded in social and ecological ideas is
imperative. Currently, the built environment is driven by
material progress, which valorizes human defiance of the
ecosystem, as we consume huge amounts of non-renew-
able energy and produce vast amounts of useless waste.
A new definition of social and economic progress should
be any action that moves a person, community, culture, or
society toward social and environmental sustainability. For
a society to progress, it should choose to recognize and
respect the requirements and rights of future generations,
as well as the requirements and intrinsic value of all spe-
cies. Implicit in this new definition of progress is a con-
tinuous input/waste cycle, the concept of giving to the live-
lihood of the whole, and an interconnection and interde-
pendency among the parts of a system.
A recent change within the power industry begins to set
the stage for the potential to work towards this new con-
cept of progress in relation to energy production. Energy
companies across the United States are currently
experiencing a monumental shift in the way the industry
is organized. While a centralized organization of energy
production has been the historical trend, a recent change
is beginning to emerge, potentially encouraging new pos-
sibilities and directions both in the act of energy produc-
tion and the system design. This shift is primarily due to
'deregulation', defined as the establishment of freedom
of both private and corporate entities to choose from which
power company they wish to purchase their energy, as
well as the type of energy, be it renewable or non-renew-
able. This was mandated originally in order to encourage
a competitive market. However, other effects have re-
sulted, such as the increased freedom within the
individual's production and consumption of power use
and the potential for renewable energy production. This
shift is in its infancy, and it is unclear what trajectory
these changes will take. Therefore, there exists the op-
portunity to propose an expanded role for clean energy
production in the context of a new built 'eco-system' and
to address the need for reconnection. <2.0>
The choice to focus on energy use and production for this
thesis comes from the basic notion that energy serves as
the 'food' for built works. The main source of our energy
comes from non-renewable resources of a finite amount,
as previously noted. Kenneth Yeang states that 28% of the
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total energy currently produced in the world goes
into the operation of buildings." Both the harvest-
ing and use of energy are destructive processes to
the natural environment. By acknowledging the fact
that we are destroying and depleting the finite natu-
ral resources, it becomes necessary to reconsider
the source of our energy. With this in mind, a chal-
lenge emerges to discover the means to produce
and use clean energy from such sources as the sun,
wind, and water. The potential for this is clearly dem-
onstrated everywhere, as this is the energy that pow-
ers the natural environment. This renewable energy
is both plentiful and free, and when used in an ap-
propriate manner, does not cause destruction nor
deplete the environment. <3.2>
Whole-Systems Methodology -
Synthesis of progress, deregulation and
renewable energy
As noted above, centralized energy production does
not allow flexibility in relation to particular needs of
individual localities or smaller parts within the sys-
tem. Centralized production also lacks a sense of pro-
gressing for the good and welfare of the whole, being
a hierarchical organization that traditionally takes from
the natural resources and returns only residues and
unusable wastes. The recent transformations in the
production of energy within a deregulated market
opens up new opportunities in regards to the concept
and organization of the system. This is marked by the
potential for a more dispersed, locally founded orga-
nization of many smaller, equal parts. As well, due to
recent advancements in technology, all of the distrib-
uted parts can be connected and communicate,
thereby forming a whole-system organization with an
overall common set of goals.
A whole-systems approach applied to the built envi-
ronment requires a shift in mentality from the way in
which built works are currently designed and oper-
ated. Inherent to a system is a continuous loop that
holds all parts responsible and accountable for the
wastes that are created, as well as instilling a sense
of 'what is good for the whole, is good for the indi-
vidual'. This follows the rule in the natural ecosystem
of waste=food, and engenders contributing to the live-
lihood of the whole. Therefore, in order for the system
to survive and prosper, all parts must not only take
from natural resources, but they must give an equal
or greater useful amount. Also intrinsic to a systems
approach is a more equally distributed series of parts
throughout the system, rather than a few central
nodes. This allows for processes to be controlled on
a more localized level. The parts in a certain area
are able to react and respond to unique changes or
situations in their immediate surrounds, changes
which may not affect other similar parts elsewhere
in the entire system.
By looking to the organization of a systems approach,
it is now possible to structure choices, decisions,
and actions based on a logic that is implicit to the
system. The logic of this structure is to work together
for the good of the whole, for the good of each of the
parts, and towards prosperity for all, within a con-
stantly changing environment. While this may seem
an impossible task, it is the same organization and
design of the natural ecosystem which has existed,
prospered, and evolved for many hundreds of years.
Therefore, in order to operate more efficiently, to
conserve the environment, and to conceive of en-
ergy production and consumption in a more holistic
sense, this thesis advocates the need to model built
systems after a 'whole-systems'/ natural systems
methodology. <3.1>
H o w
Method
The concepts of built works as energy producers
and a whole-system mentality are notions contrary
to the way in which the built environment is currently
conceived, designed, and operated. In order to es-
tablish a set of rules and goals that would differ from
what is currently practiced and thought, it was nec-
essary to establish a set of criteria. This set of crite-
ria resulted from variables and dynamics that al-
lowed a new understanding and organization of built
works in relation to the design proposal. The criteria
were established through two means: firstly, in or-
der to quantify and characterize the 'tangible' crite-
ria, research of both the concepts underlying whole-
systems mentality and renewable energy technolo-
gies was employed, and secondly, in order to realize
and depict the 'intangible' criteria, firsthand experi-
ence of relevant projects was employed. The criteria
were developed relating to both the potential and pro-
cess of producing clean energy in an urban block,
and the physical relationship/presence and social role
of such a system to the people who would use, in-
habit, and experience the chosen site.
The criteria were broken down into the three areas
of whole-systems approach, or performance crite-
ria; renewable energy technologies, or physical cri-
teria; and social involvement and interaction, or so-
cial criteria. The performance criteria involve con-
cepts from a systems mentality and the characteris-
tics underlying the dynamics of the eco-system.
<3.1> The physical criteria involve notions of cli-
mate, site, context, potential renewable energy
sources and localized production. <3.2> The so-
cial criteria involve notions of the reconnection of
people with the natural environment through the en-
couragement to learn, sense and experience in the
built environment. <3.3> Research for the social
criteria was drawn from both past projects of my
own that have addressed this topic, and conducted
through visiting related projects in order to experi-
ence firsthand the sense of integration of a whole-
systems approach, renewable energy technologies
into the built environment, and the impact and/or
changes that these create within the social sense of
the people affiliated who used the project. <4.0>
Once the criteria were established, a design process
emerged out of the new set of rules and characteris-
tics. The criteria served as a reference for making
decisions for the design project that followed.
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Design Proje ct
An industrial site within the context of Portland, Maine was chosen based on the criteria, the program of the existing
buildings, and the need for a 'typical site'. The site consists of a typical urban block extending out to docks/ coastal
frontage. The existing building uses on the site are industrial/ manufacturing, residential, and commerciaV retail. The inten-
tion of the project was to speculate on the role of decentralized renewable energy production introduced to an existing urban
site. The site was to operate as a testing ground for ideas prompted by this intention. An existing urban site was chosen16
simply to force the project to deal with the most problematic of areas in relation to waste and residues. In order to serve as
a testbed, the site needed to be 'typical' in nature in terms of the renewable energy sources available. Therefore, the ideas
and concepts that emerged could be translated to other coastal sites (prototypical).
The first step was to formulate a design process. This was derived from a series of force mapping exercises drawn from
climate data and the existing site analysis/ dynamics. The results from the mappings served as a logic to make spatial
design decisions. <5.0> The force mappings were followed by a series of exercises moving through macro- and micro-
scales, motivated by the nature of working with a systems approach. The investigation focused on the site as a WHOLE, the
site in relation to surrounding context as WHOLE +, and on individual MOMENTS within the SYSTEM found on the site. The
design proposal took on the role of an expressed renewable energy producing infrastructure, creating an interconnectedness
among the parts of the system, as well as an implied connection to the larger system of the city, the region, etc.
Throughout this process, the design project investigated the role and relationship of the energy infrastructure with the
people who would use, inhabit, and experience the proposed design. The various systems were deliberately placed in the
foreground in order to exhibit a presence. This provided strong design implications on the physical presence of the infra-
structure in relation to the architecture of the site, as well as the potential for it to be understood as a learning tool for those
who would experience it. In order to realistically ground the proposal, the design was tested in terms of calculated energy
produced by the proposed infrastructure against calculated energy demand by the existing buildings on the site <6.0>
Assumptions
Being a design proposal that is projected ahead 20 to 30 years, this thesis asks to accept and assume the following points:
e Renewable energy is either equal in cost or cheaper than traditional fossil fuel energy production, and the
technology is as efficient. Therefore it is now sensible to use renewable sources as a viable energysource to
power the built environment.
e The choice to focus and analyze a system based only on energy flows admittedly frames and limits the ideas of
a 'whole-system' mentality which involves all aspects, dynamics, and variables, as well as the interconnectedness
and interdependency that they encumber The choice to frame the analysis was done in order to assure the ability
to explore the ideas sufficiently within the amount of time.
e The site chosen represents private, public, and jurisdictional boundaries that are created with complete igno-
rance to the boundaries of natural processes. Therefore, while there is a specific and bounded site chosen, at
times throughout the design project, connections were made that transcend the boundary established at the
outset, thinking of it as a permeable, evolving boundary. As well, it was assumed that all land and building
surfaces were fair game to build upon and work with, despite issues of public and private domain. A discussion
of this comes later in order to address actual causes of action that might make such a decision a reality.
While this project is a proposal for the future, due to the current imbalance in renewable and non-renewable energy costs,
there are historic precedents that tie this decentralized concept to the past. The next chapter recounts the history of energy
production in the United States as it shifted from decentralized to centralized, and tracks the events that led finally to
deregulation.
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ENEPGY INFRASTPUCTUPE AND
DE - PE GULATION
The Evolution of Energy Production and the Living Grid
E3 A C K G P O U N D
In the 1880's and up through the 1930's, a drive through the rural Midwest of America would have revealed the steadfast
and determined will of farmers and their desire to be a part of the country's growing standard of living, brought about
through the development of electrical generation. Due to the dispersed nature of development in rural parts of the country,
power companies did not make it a priority to construct power lines to connect farmers to the grid that was forming across
the nation. Therefore, on each farm, one could find 'jimmy-rigged' versions of windmills, known at the time as windchargers,
small generators, and mechanisms for solar-heated water. Each farm became its own autonomous power plant, and a
network of power lines was nowhere to be seen. It was the ultimate in a decentralized structure of power generation.
In 1882, Thomas Edison designed and built an electric network prototype in the financial district of New York City. Wires
connecting steam engines, generators, and electric lights were strung together in order to illuminate nearby restaurants and
shops. His network could not span more than a mile away from his shop, due to the fact that he was producing power via
direct current (DC). Having accomplished this feat, the 'Wizard of Menlo Park' "imagined a host of isolated power plants
spaced regularly throughout [an entire city], supplemented by small generation stations housed in factories, hotels, and
other large businesses that used his equipment."' Edison's concept for supplying power was localized and small scale,
obviously posing little threat to those who were becoming concerned for the dissident effects of concentrated corporate
enterprises like the railroad companies at the time.
energy infrastructure and de-regulation
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electricity-related inventions by Edison
power grids across the Midwest
With the advent of alternating current (AC) shortly after
Edison's invention, there existed the technology to trans-
fer current long distances through wired networks. Prior
to this, localized production and transmission was to be
the structure of power generation, as forecasted by
Edison. Now, this technological advancement would radi-
cally alter the structure from being highly dispersed, to
highly centralized production. From this point on, DC elec-
tric systems were abandoned, and AC utilities would grow
into giant, centralized electric power conglomerates, par-
alleled with railroad companies as both public necessi-
ties and public villains.'
In the beginning of the age of electrification, companies
that produced and transmitted power to customers were
privately owned entities, competing with one another often
by duplicating wiring systems in an attempt to gain the
same customers. It became clear very quickly, that with
the growing demand for power, and the huge amount of
capital that was needed to develop and extend the trans-
mission system, redundancies would not bring generating
costs down. Therefore, in 1907, the managers and own-
ers of the large power companies worked together with the
government to form a utility consensus; investor-owned
power companies with the designation as natural monopo-
lies, giving them the right to sell electricity in a noncom-
petitive market? At this time, it was generally believed
that huge corporations could provide essential services
and products in ways not possible by smaller competing
firms, and that 'bigness' did not necessarily imply ex-
ploitation or wrongdoing.4 State regulatory commissions
were established in order to ensure reasonably priced
energy and good service, such that society benefitted
from the operations of the now non-competitive compa-
nies. This structure lasted for seven decades, creating a
power grid system that connected the whole nation. Then
a series of actions and laws were put into place that un-
intentionally would again drastically change the structure
of the production of electrical power.5
Within the established non-competitive system, it was in-
tended that the utility consensus would form a long-lasting
and stable structure for the expansion of the electric sys-
tem. For seventy years, managers used improvements in
generation, transmission, and distribution technologies to
lower the cost of electricity substantially in the name of
improving Americans' material standard of living.' At the
same time, through public relations campaigns, utility
managers attained great power and support from finan-
ciers, manufacturers, academics, and the regulatory
groups, earning approbation and little objection for creat-
ing the best functioning electric utility in the world. With
this accumulated power and authority, the leaders of the
utility systems strove to decrease outside influences so
that they could acquire greater control over variables that
might have destabilized their rule. This was orchestrated
through encouraging the creation of conservative, but
steadily improving inventions originating within the sys-
tem, meanwhile, discouraging radical, more efficient in-
ventions emerging from outside the system.7 It was this
kind of control that, in the long run, would ironically strip
the accumulated power away from the electric utilities.
This structure held fast until the 1970's, when unexpected
events began to raise questions by outsiders of the now
ominous, centralized, seemingly regulated system of the
utility companies. Shifting views in the nature of how people
felt about government intervention and recent technologi-
cal advancements prompted new federal laws that were
put into place. These laws allowed non-regulated power
producers to generate electricity by whatever means, then
forced utilities to purchase this power. Additionally, gov-
ernment provisions and incentives were put into place to
research and develop as well as encourage the use of power
from renewable means via wind, solar, water, and biom-
ass.' It was discovered in time that the competitive, non-
regulated companies were able to produce power, both
renewable and non-renewable, just as economically
as the monstrous, regulated companies. Questions about
the regulated centralized system continued to arise.
As stated earlier, utility managers previously strove to up-
root radical technologies; now the new laws encouraged
such innovations. This reduced the control of the utilities,
and established a wide-open playing field for energy pro-
duction. Ironically enough, the impact of these new tech-
nologies originated from analyzing cost-effectiveness and
small-scale production, two criteria that were not always
of importance in the centralized system. By working with
small-scale energy producing stations, the ability to pro-
duce power locally to certain nodes was more flexible and
quicker to respond to changing needs. Additionally, local-
ized generators minimized the transmission and distribu-
tion costs, whereas the traditionally centralized system
would send electricity across hundreds of miles.' The new
laws also created opportunity for energy producers to em-
ploy the by-products of power generation for industrial pro-
cesses, such as excess heat or steam that could be tapped
into by a local factory or manufacturer. Industrial and resi-
dential self-generation was also possible, where compa-
nies and homeowners that produced excess power could
sell it back to the grid for profit. An entirely new environ-
ment had emerged, establishing unique possibilities, and
charging a once stagnant system with innovative
energy infrastructure and de-regulation
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cartoon depicUng confusion over deregulaon
emerging potentials. This environment brought into ques-
tion whether a different competitive structure was neces-
sary to continue to encourage such beneficial change. And
in response, the centralized structure began tumbling down.
DEREGUL-ATION
Deregulation of the electric power structure was estab-
lished with the passing of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
It is a top-down federal and state effort to lower energy
prices by creating competition in the market among com-
panies generating electricity. Deregulation allows for cus-
tomers to choose from which company they wish to pur-
chase their electricity, be it based on what is most eco-
nomical or a personal interest in renewable generation.
Traditionally, power utilities acted mutually in the three
areas of generation (power plants), transmission (main
national power lines), and distribution (local and regional
power lines).' 0 Deregulation currently affects only the
generation of power, and therefore the existing utility in a
given area continues to oversee the transmission and dis-
tribution of electricity."
Through the joint efforts of the utility consensus, prior to
deregulation, the large network infrastructure of power lines
was built, piece by piece over the course of the seventy
year reign. This grid covers the entire country, and inter-
connects the transmission and distribution wires, oper-
ating as several smaller, regional grids. This interconnec-
tion allowed utilities to engage in economic power trans-
actions with one another and enhanced reliability by pro-
viding additional capability and back-up power paths for
emergency situations." Currently, nearly all power plants
and customers are connected to this grid." Due to the
nature of electricity, coordination and communication
among utilities is imperative. Electricity cannot be moved
from one point to another; rather, electricity always travels
through the path of least resistance. Also, large amounts
of electricity cannot be stored and therefore must be pro-
duced and delivered at the time of demand. Deregulation
and greater competition has led to expanded use of the
grid, with the number of transactions and the number of
energy generators continually increasing. The transmission
system is being transformed and upgraded to meet these
changes." With technological advancements in the 1980's
and 90's in microelectronics, these transformations are
possible. The new advancements allow for information
regarding prices, buyers and sellers as well as the electric-
ity to be transmitted and tracked easily. Also, smart control
measuring systems used for monitoring are now highly
adept, allowing for complex systems to be built and regu-
lated by computers, with a high level of accuracy."
Deregulation has not only encouraged greater competi-
tion, it has also opened the door for the addition of many
smaller power generators, from small power plants down
to the individual residential producer. Advancements in
small scale technologies have paved the road for further
decentralization of the system, to the point of individual
homeowners producing their own power with fuel cells,
micro-turbines, photovoltaic cells, and energy storage sys-
tems, in order to sell it back to the grid. Typically, the
production of power from renewable energy sources is
served best if produced close to where it is consumed,
lessening the need for extensive transmission lines. There-
fore, the relationships implied are local or regional rela-
tionships. This could go as far as homes detaching them-
selves from the grid and running independently, or con-
necting with neighbors and other businesses to create
similar alliances that utilities obtained by interconnecting
their transmission systems. 6 Ironically, the overall world
economy is becoming increasingly centralized, with fewer
but ever larger participants. Conversely, the electric grid
system already achieved centralization, and is now po-
tentially returning full circle, with smaller businesses in
greater numbers producing energy in an increasingly lo-
calized, even individualized scale.
While many of the changes that come with deregulation
of the electrical system appear to be beneficial, there may
be changes that are detrimental for advancements made
previously through utility and government incentives.
When power utilities worked together as a consensus,
they were able to speak with one voice, and to address
such issues and campaigns as acid rain and energy effi-
ciency programs in unison. Now that the companies are
in competition with one another, the industry has become
divided. In order for the power utilities to compete in this
new market with smaller, low-cost companies, many cut
back costly 'social' programs such as energy conserva-
tion initiatives.'7 Also, some activists claim that deregu-
lation will encourage pressure on the production of the
cheapest priced electricity, and therefore renewable gen-
eration could lose out due to money not being designated
for research and development. It is their belief that in or-
der for renewable energy to continue as a source, gov-
ernment incentives must be put in place within the de-
regulated market." Therefore, deregulation does not nec-
essarily mean a shift towards increased use of renew-
able sources and production; use of renewable energy
technologies continues to be an effort driven by those
who are concerned with the current state of affairs in
regards to the environment.
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THE POTENTIAL
OPPORTUNITIES
While the law creating deregulation was passed in 1992,
it has been a slow process for the market to move into
free competition. Each state must decide how it wants to
incorporate this new organization, and therefore new laws
and regulation must be drafted. This shift in the system
is at its earliest stages, and it is unclear the trajectory this
phenomenon will take. This situation provides an oppor-
tunity to propose the role of energy production, espe-
cially clean enegry production, in the coming years.
The shift through history in the electric power generation
structure from decentralized to centralized and now poten-
tially decentralized again is unique. The structure of the
system at the outset began as decentralized simply be-
cause the technology limited itto such applications. Whether
it was'home grown'or generated through Thomas Edison's
innovations, there was an inherent limit to the area the sys-
tem could serve and the number of users that could par-
ticipate. Shortly after Edison's creation, AC power was dis-
covered, opening up the ability to transmit electricity longer
distances, as well as other advancements that followed
which allowed for greater complexity in a network. Once
these technological hurdles were overcome,
the financial barrier had to be addressed. It was quickly
understood that by forming a consensus and pooling
knowledge, technology, labor, and capital, affordable elec-
tricity could be produced for the benefit of society. This
began the first shift into a centralized structure, where
companies expanded in order to have enough capital and
clout. It was this shift that removed the presence of man-
ageable power production from society and put it into
what became the elite power managers' hands. While
this produced certain problems, it was through these ef-
forts that the lofty goal of building and designing an inter-
connected grid across the nation was possible.
Now, the grid is in place, and a third shift is just begin-
ning to lead back to what is speculated to be again a
decentralized organization. Why is this process now com-
ing full circle, and why is this of potential interest to the
benefit of society? There are logical, interrelated reasons
for such a shift, motivated by <1> technological ad-
vancements in relation to systems, leading to and pro-
viding for <2> economic feasibility of renewable en-
ergy production, and as a result sparking <3> social
changes in attitude towards human impact on the envi-
ronment.
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[1] The first reason begins with the notion the more decentralized a system is, the greater the potential to be more adept
at being aware and able to react to local dynamics. As stated previously the more flexible the system can be to changing
conditions, the more efficiently it will operate. This heightened ability to react and respond is possible with technological
advancements in feedback systems. Decentralized also means bringing the systems into the foreground, thereby un-
masking the processes so they are no longer mysterious. Visual feedback and presence helps to encourage people to be
aware of the systems and the processes in their surroundings. There currently exist few provisions of feedback for why a
person would feel compelled to question the ramifications he or she may be creating for the built world, the natural world,
and future generations. Therefore, decentralized organization and feedback systems can encourage responsibility < 3.1 >
[2] Technological advancements have also made it increasingly economically feasible to produce energy from renew-
able sources such as solar, wind, and water With the cost of production for renewable sources beginning to rival that of
traditional generation sources, renewable power becomes a viable issue. This is beneficial to the environment in terms of
reducing degradation to the eco-system. <3.2>
[3] The potential for viable renewable energy sources has raised social concerns regarding the destruction people are
causing to the environment and in turn to themselves by harvesting and consuming non-renewable resources. Attitudes
are beginning to change to reflect such concerns, as organizations, businesses, and individual homeowners begin to
implement novel approaches of producing their own clean energy This could potentially become a way to reconnect the
gap that exists between the natural environment, the built environment, and people. <3.3>
It is amusing and possibly difficult to imagine a return to a
Ume when individuals produced their own power and wind-
mills were dotted across the rural landscape. Likewise, the
image of "a host of isolated power plants spaced regularly
throughout [an entre city], supplemented by small gen-
eraton stations housed in factories, hotels, and other large
businesses that used his equipment" may seem incon-
ceivable. However, it is possible that this is the direction
that the effects of deregulaton and continuing technologi-
cal advancements may lead, coupled with arising dissat-
isfaction with the 'business-as-usual' of depleting fossil
fuels for consumption. These unknowns ask for specula-
tion, and this is precisely where the design investigation
begins. The opportunity to propose the role of energy
production in the future is both exciting and necessary,
given the many variables (criteria) to be discussed in the
following three sections.
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Systems approach
Interconnectedness
Interdependency
Linkages
Feedback systems
System of checks & balances
Simple & straightforward design
Self-critical to learn & adjust
Total energy loop
Logic of energy flows
Waste is food
Contribute positively
De-centralized/ distributed
Adapt/ respond to changing conditions
Update/ upgrade
Flexible
-I
CONSTPUCTION OF CRITEPIA
Modeling Built Works After Natural Systems
This compiled list reflects the criteria derived from the following three sections of PERFORMANCE, PHYSICAL, and SOCIAL
criteria. In order to conceive of the design of energy producing built works differently from the way buildings are currently
designed, it was necessary to compile a new set of criteria. These criteria were used to inform and structure the following
design proposal as a set of 'guidelines'. These guidelines were referred to over the course of the investigation. The following
three sections elaborate on the formulation of the criteria related to the intentions of the project.
3.2 PHYSICAL_ CPITEPIA
Renewable Energy
Technologies
Locally produced
Diverse sources
Construction for upgrading/ flexible
South facing
Unobstructed by shadows
Space for movement & rotation
Able to position at appropriate angle
Provision for excess produced energy/
material
30' above any obstruction w/i 300' radius
Sufficient space for swept area
Noise and sight consideration
Vibration consideration
3.3 SOCIAL. CPITEPIA
Translucent Telephones,
Prismacolor Pinwheels,
and Wind Walls
Show what is not normally seen
Create a sense of curiosity
Express how it works
A learning tool
Feedback systems
Control systems
Encourage participation
Encourage a sense of ownership
Means to hold back & release
Provide storage space for excess
Provide catchment system
performance, physical, social criteria
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SYSTEMS APPPOACH TO EUILT WORKS
Modeling Built Works After Natural Systems
PEPFOPMANCE CPITERlA
In order to model built works after natural systems, it is necessary to isolate the logic and understand the inherent dynamics
and characteristics of a closed-loop system. This section sought this logic in order to provide objectives the design project
would incorporate while designing renewable energy structures for the existing site. This thesis takes the position that built
works currently operate as autonomous, consuming entities that do not consider the effects and repercussions caused to
the natural environment by their actions. Therefore, by taking the fundamental qualities of a closed-loop system, and
integrating them into the design criteria of built works, the potential for the built environment to begin to work in tandem with
the natural environment can exist.
SYSTEMS STPUCTUPE
A system describes an overall organization and agreement of a multitude of parts working together, each contributing in its
own equally important role in the livelihood of the whole. A system does not concern itself with notions of hierarchy or
different degrees of power; rather, it is accepted that any part is equally important as all other parts of the system. The
general structure of a system is comprised of four main components: the individual members, the links that form the
network, the whole system, and the surrounding environment.
In order to illustrate the characteristics of a system, imagine a group of marbles on a slightly uneven tabletop. Now, with one
continuous piece of string, imagine tying loops tightly around each marble, leaving extra string suspended between each
marble. The marbles have become members of a system. The system is denoted by the string that is the link between each
systems approach to built works: performance criteria
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member, forming an overall network through the
single piece of string. This network, connecting the
members and their interactions, forms the whole of
the system. Prior to being a member of a system, an
independent marble could easily roll and fall off the
table. Additionally, one marble could knock another
marble off the tabletop due to the lack of organiza-
tion; therefore, working independently subjugated the
marbles to vulnerability. However, by agreeing to work
together, under a prescribed set of mutual goals, both
the individual members and the system as a whole
become more stable, effective, and efficient. It is nec-
essary to recognize that while a system can have a
multitude of variables by definition, in order to make
the system effective and efficient, it is a matter of
choosing the right variables to incorporate; superflu-
ous variables do not aid in the overseeing of the com-
plexity of a system.' Likewise, a system that becomes
increasingly simple and less diverse can also become
increasingly fragile and vulnerable.2
The marbles are now linked; if a marble begins to roll,
it has the support of the remaining members to hold it
back. The network 'informs' the system one member
is rolling by becoming taut, and pulling at the corre-
sponding adjacent marbles. Constraints exist that ex-
pect the parts of the system to uphold their end of the
agreement for the survival of the whole. For the sake of
the exercise, we will assume thatthe system has a vested
interest in staying on the table. This goal is achieved by
each member accepting the responsibility of both give
and take. If a few marbles begin to roll away from the
group, then other members must exert energy in order
to keep the whole system of marbles on the table.
The links and mutual agreements within a system speak
of an implied interconnectedness and interdependency
that are inherent to natural systems. All of the members
are both connected to the other members of the system,
and dependent on each other in order to uphold both the
integrity of the whole and the individual. Therefore, all
systems, cycles, and functions must interact and make
decisions by considering the effects on others.3 Exter-
nal conditions are constantly in flux, as tabletops fre-
quently are bumped into. It is therefore vital to be able to
react and evolve through connectivity to such changes.4
If one member in a system must alter its individual pro-
cess in order to react to such a change, this effect in turn
may permeate to all other members of the system. By
choosing notto considerthe system as a whole, it leaves
the system's integrity in jeopardy, and with that, you might
lose your marbles.
WASTE IS FOOD
In a closed-loop system, all of the energy and mass
that the system begins with is all that the system will
ever have. It is a matter of the system converting the
energy and mass into different forms and uses, de-
pending on the process and requirements of any one
part in its duty to the whole. At various points in a
system, a member may perform a process that pro-
duces what that particular member considers to be
waste, or a byproduct that has no use to the mem-
ber any longer. For a closed-loop system to survive,
what is waste for one member must also be energy
or food for a different member. This waste is then
absorbed back into the system, making the use of
material and energy in the system efficient. In order
to continue the longevity of the system, nothing is
wasted, and there are no residuals created to de-
grade the integrity of the system or the surrounding
environment. The interconnected nature of a system
demands that the various members contribute in
some positive way to the good of the whole; if a
member takes from the system, it also gives back.
SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION
A natural system is not a hierarchical organization,
but rather a group of equally powerful, mutually inter-
connected parts. It naturally takes the organization of
decentralized, distributed members, whose placement
is determined by both the needs of the system, and
the proximity to resources necessary for the individual
members to function. Being a closed-loop system, a
natural environment does not have extraneous en-
ergy in order to transport material to another member
simply because that member wishes to be in a re-
mote and impractical location. By expending waste-
ful, unusable energy, the overall system and its envi-
ronment begins to degrade as the amount of useful
resources depletes and cannot be replenished.
A system organized in a distributed fashion has the
ability to locally respond and react to changing condi-
tions occurring in its immediate surrounds, or in a
particular area of the system, fostering flexibility. Flex-
ibility is imperative when attempting to be highly effi-
cient. Operating on a local level allows the system to
update and upgrade as necessary when conditions in
the external environment change. The ease of upgrad-
ing with enhancements, improvements or replace-
ments is necessary for the system to remain effi-
cient in an ever-changing environment.5
SYSTEM
CHECKS
AL_ ANC
AND
The correspondence of an interconnected system is
maintained through the network, which plays the all-
important role of knowing how and when to facilitate
the needs of the members. When changes occur to
the exterior environment in which the system oper-
ates, it is necessary for the system to have the ca-
pacity to be aware of these changes in order to react
and respond. Therefore, systems must have built-in
feedback loops, to make the system 'smart'. Feed-
back loops operate in a similar fashion as a system of
check and balances, where the system is always
monitored by the network, and alerted when a change
is necessary in a certain area. A feedback loop su-
pervises the efficiency of the system, in order to make
sure that one member or area is not wasting more
energy than it is giving back. These checks not only
ensure that balance on a steady basis occurs, but
systems approach to built works: performance criteria
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also throughout the entire lifespan of the system, what-
ever long-term changes may occur in the surrounding
environment.
In this sense, the system has a built-in intelligence; it
not only becomes aware of the need for change, it de-
cides how to make the necessary changes, and finally,
it leams from such changes. The system accepts that
its responsibility exists over the course of its lifetime,
and chooses to be self-critical, agreeing that it must
evolve just as the surrounding environment evolves.
In terms of built systems, the efficiency and flexibility
that is afforded through the technological advancements
of control and feedback systems provides for the op-
portunity to produce less waste. This feedback is
achieved through controls, which provide accurate in-
formation regarding the state of the system. By analyz-
ing the results, the system can adjust to the particular
situation and location. The system can additionally have
goals implemented, not only cutting back on waste, but
always striving to become more efficient and, there-
fore, more responsible. Continuing advancements in
technology will also aid in this endeavor, as ubiquitous
microchips already alallow simple controls of 'neural
networks' that can learn using fuzzy logic, allowing the
system to make decisions.7 There also exists 'dis-
tributed intelligence,'a control system that uses many
decentralized decision-makers of comparable rank,
interpreting events under shared rules, learning and
interacting with one another, and controlling their col-
lective behavior through the interaction of their diverse
local decisions. The logic of such a system has been
modeled after the dynamics of the natural ecosystem.'
This type of system can help to synthesize the overall
system of electrical generation if it is to continue to
use the grid as a shared infrastructure.
Amory Lovins talks about his concept known as the
'soft path,' where "rather than depend on large-scale
technology, such as nuclear power plants, the soft path
relied on diverse, small-scale generation devices, most
notable those that produce electricity from renewable
energy sources, such as the wind and sun. Flexible in
meeting the needs of users, these technologies could
be easily understood and controlled by common
people, unlike the vast and complicated energy net-
works managed by technocrats in large corporate or
government organizations."9 While a decentralized
approach is better, it is also imperative to always con-
sider the overall system as a whole, and how changes
on a local level can affect the overall integrity
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of the system. This is more easily achieved from the
bottom-up than from the top-down, as individuals at
their various locations know what they need, and can
also be aware of the overall dynamics of the system.
In contrast, one main body in control of all smaller
parts is never capable of being aware of the intrica-
cies of the individual parts. Therefore, inefficiency is
built into such a centralized system by default.
NATUPAL SYSTEMS
AND 8UIL-T SYSTEMS
Natural systems are not subjugated to political or ju-
risdictional boundaries that humans impose on the
ground the way in which built systems often are. The
boundaries of natural systems are constantly rearrang-
ing, in order to adjust to the changes in the environ-
ment." This must be considered when setting out to
place a built system, in that the confines of the perim-
eter of the site are most likely not the confines of all of
the sources of energy and materials. Therefore, it is
conceivable that built systems may begin to reach out
to form connections and links that permeate such
'physical' boundaries in order to be more efficient. It
must be accepted that a built system can never re-
place the immense complexities and abilities of natural
systems." It is understood that all built systems will
generate some degree of unusable waste or residue.
Consideration must be given as to whether or not the
surrounding natural system is able to absorb and re-
cycle the wastes and residues that are unavoidably
created." Just as the parts within a system are sub-
jected to scrutiny over producing usable waste for
other parts in the system, built systems should also
be subjected to such scrutiny in relation to the natural
environment. Built systems should not only practice
efficiency and conservation of the energy and re-
sources that are employed to operate, they should also
consider a reparative role in relation to the eco-sys-
tem." Considerable damage has been caused to the
natural environment due to the way in which built sys-
tems are considered, designed, and operate. By pro-
viding a surplus of benefits back to the natural sys-
tem, we can begin to bring all systems, built and natu-
ral, back to an equilibrium.
the conception of the design investigation as a lo-
cal scale system of energy producing infrastruc-
ture. The proposed system of entities were to op-
erate like a suture, being stitched into the existing
site, attempting to reconnect built works with natu-
ral systems through the process of energy produc-
tion. The concept of technological feedback moni-
tors and controls was not specifically dealt with in
the design project; a different type of feedback was
pursued. This was visual and experiencial feedback
to allow people who come in contact with the sys-
tems to see and understand the processes before
them. This is discussed further in section <3.3>.
The next section introduces renewable energy tech-
nologies.
Many existing projects implementing renewable en-
ergy technologies have done so either at an individual,
autonomous scale or a large, utility scale. The con-
cept of a systems approach played a significant role in
systems approach to built works: performance criteria
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PFENEWAELE ENEFPGY TECHNOL-OGIES
Constraints, Opportunities and Necessities of the Tools of the Trade
PHYSICAL CPITE-PlA
The following information summarizes the current and projected state of three sources of renewable energies that this
thesis will look to employ and consider in new and innovative ways; these three sources are solar power with photovoltaics
and thermal generation, windpower generated by wind turbines, and waterpower from tidal barrages and water re-use with
water collection systems. Each description of the renewable energy source begins by stating a brief history of the source,
followed by an explanation of the technologies and their current state of development. This information is intended to
establish the concrete set of criteria that includes both the logic and the physical tools that this thesis will refer to in
formulating the design process. The thesis then possesses a reference guide to designing renewable energy production
within the built environment.
As a rule, clean energy generation works best if produced adjacent to where the power will be consumed. For instance, it
was found in California that it was cheaper to wire alley lights to solar cells than to connect them to the closest existing
wires.' In relation to economics, making a change on a small scale is much less disruptive and costly than it is on a very
large scale. Current and up-and-coming technologies in relation to renewable energy have been found to work best in
smaller, decentralized applications. This is based on the idea of properly scaling a system, determined by the rate and the
location of customer demand. A study found that approximately seventy-five uncounted effects of scale on economics
typically make decentralized power sources, including renewable resources, about tenfold more valuable than traditionally
supposed.2 Additionally, by being in close proximity to customers, the possibility for employing the by-products of energy
production to nearby industrial processes exists.3
renewable energy technologies: physical criteria
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photovoltaic array (monocrystalline)
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PV cell generating electricity
Photo voltaics
Photovoltaics (PV) are semi-conductor devices that con-
vert light in the form of photons directly into electricity as
a power source. Photovoltaics were discovered in the
early 1950's when working with transistor radio technol-
ogy. These devices remained a laboratory curiosity until
the 1960's and the advent of space flight. While grossly
expensive to produce at the time, they provided a remote,
efficient, long-life energy source. Since a need existed,
research ensued into the technology, resulting in a steady
decrease in cost from over $40,000 per watt to current
prices of about $6 per watt and falling.4
Photovoltaic cells are primarily composed of silicon, a waste
product from electronic manufacturing. The silicon is in a
solid-state composition that is 'doped', or coated, on each
side with dissimilar positive and negative semiconducting
materials. When photons from solar radiation fall onto the
surface, a flow of electrons from the top side to the back
side ensues, caused by the excess energy imparted from
the stream of photons absorbed by the cell. This flow cre-
ates the electrical potential output.5 As these electrons
flow through an external circuit, they distribute their em-
bodied energy as work for such processes as turning mo-
tors. The electrons then return to the solar cell, forming a
cycle, and repeat the process provided photons from the
sun continue to be absorbed by the surface. This pro-
cess is completely self-contained and solid-state, there-
fore no materials are consumed or emitted into the envi-
ronment, nor are there any moving parts.'
There are three types of photovoltaic cells that have
evolved over the years of research, each one varying
slightly from the other in terms of manufacturing cost
and efficiency. All three types are currently being used in
industry as different applications warrant different needs.
Single crystal, or monocrystalline is the oldest and most
expensive technique to produce solar cells; however, it
continues to be the most efficient. Large cylindrical or
hexagonal loaves of single-crystal silicon are grown in an
oven, then sliced into wafers, doped with the appropriate
semiconducting material, and assembled into a module
typically under a protective layer of glass or plastic. It is a
process that is very well developed and clean.7 There
are two variations of monocrystalline cells, these being
a high-efficiency cell, dark blue in color and efficiency of
17%, and a screen-printed cell, dark gray in color and
efficiency of 14%.8
Screen printed multicrystalline or polycrystalline is the sec-
ond type of photovoltaic material. It is made by the same
process as the single crystal method, but from a different
type of silicon. Square loaves are formed from a type of
silicon with multiple crystals having boundaries that im-
pede the flow of electrons.' Due to the inconsistency of
the material and the reduced ability of the electrons to
flow, there is a lower conversion efficiency when com-
pared to single-crystal silicon. These modules have an
efficiency rating of 13%.1 These cells are also sliced into
wafers and doped, then assembled into a photovoltaic
module. While this type of photovoltaic cell is less effi-
cient, the cost to produce the cells is cheaper than
mono-crystalline due to the less exacting process of
manufacturing. It is also possible to place the cells in
denser configurations due to the fact that they are
square in section as opposed to the round or hexago-
nal section of the monocrystalline cells. The multicrystal
patterns are apparent in the module, and are a varying
dark blue color.
Amorphous thin-film is the final type of photovoltaic
cell, and is the most recent advancement. In this pro-
cess, the silicon is vaporized and deposited on glass
or stainless steel, in large areas if desired." The manu-
facturing process and the lower amount of silicon used
per cell in thin film PV's costs less than either mono-
or poly-crystal silicon; however, it is currently the least effi-
cient of all three methods. Amorphous photovoltaics can be
deposited on glass with varying transmission levels, and are
only two-thousandths of a millimeter in thickness. The trans-
lucency levels range from black with no light transmission, to
gray with 5% light transmission, and finally to gray with 10%
light transmission. Once the amorphous silicon is deposited
on the glass, spaces are laser-cutto create separate cells which
can then be wired together." A design or pattern can be
implemented for appearance as well as to increase translu-
cency.13 Thin-film cells currently experience power 'fading'
from 10% to 15%; however, this loss is being reduced as the
technology advances. Thin-film cells deposited on stainless
steel have the possibility of being somewhat flexible, based on
the thickness of the backing material, and thin-films placed on
glass can provide shading and generate power simulta-
neously.'4
All three types of photovoltaics are used in many applications,
from private to commerical, and a variety of scales from an
individual building to utility energy farms. The main determin-
ing factor for which type of silicon one would choose is typi-
cally the appropriate balance between cost and efficiency for
the particular application. Priorto choosing the type of cell, the
climate and the amount of sunlight an area receives must be
reviewed as they are the next two most important factors
patterns and shading
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when considering the possibility of effectively producing
solar energy. Photovoltaic performance increases with a
higher percentage of sunny days, and a cooler climate. As
solar cells generate energy, they also produce heat on the
back side of the cell. With additional ambient heat from the
surrounding air, the capabilities of the cell are reduced and
power output lowers. Photovoltaics perform less well when
temperatures rise above 80 *F" A rise in temperature can
be minimized by allowing the back of the cells to be well
ventilated. If the cells are placed on the roof or wall of a
building, the opportunity exists to recover and re-use the
excess heat generated by the cells to heat the indoor space
and increase overall system efficiency.16 Photovoltaics per-
form less efficiently when it is overcast or cloudy; how-
ever, they still generate some energy. A flat plate solar mod-
ule can generate 50-70% of the rated output under a bright
overcast sky and 5-10% under a dark overcast sky.17 Shad-
ows cast onto the array have the same effect as clouds
covering the sun. Therefore, precautions must be taken to
avoid any shadow casting.
A single solar cell has been designed to be a modular com-
ponent that can be combined into larger and gradually ex-
panding systems in order to custom fit a specific need.
Solar cells wired together form a PV laminate, which is
then mounted in a frame to form a solar module. Modules
can either be wired in parallel to increase current, or in
series to increase voltage. The industry standard is 36 cells
in series to compose a module. Modules are typically sand-
wiched between a front sheet of tempered glass and an
aluminum frame sealed for weatherproofing.18 A junction
box is placed on the back of the module for the electrical
connections to other modules. Connecting modules to-
gether for a larger system forms a PV string when wired in
series or a PV array when wired in parallel. Different com-
binations of these configurations can achieve a custom
output'" The inherent modular design of both cells and
modules allows the overall system to be very flexible, with
the ability to evolve and change easily over time as needs
and technologies change. Industry standards allow mod-
ules from different manufacturers to be wired together, pro-
vided each module has the same rated voltage within one
volt of the other.2
The placement of PV modules is dependant on the latitude
of the site and the provisions to support the modules,
whether it be static or dynamic, horizontal or vertical. Static
PV modules must be positioned in order to maximize their
exposure to the sun during the entire day and all through-
out the year. If it is possible to have the module tilted at an
angle, the ideal position is the same angle as the latitude of
the site and facing due south. If the module is capable of
PV module
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seasonal adjustment, it is preferable to be oriented hori-
zontally in summer, and vertically in winter in relation to
varying sun angles throughout the year. Photovoltaics are
lightweight, and therefore provide opportunity to rotate the
module on a tracking system in order to remain perpen-
dicular to the sun's rays throughoutthe day and year, achiev-
ing the maximum energy output." Typically, the use of a
solar tracker significantly increases the cost of the sys-
tem, so it must be determined if the extra energy gained by
following the sun offsets the cost of the tracking device.
Solar trackers can either be passive, operating by the move-
ment of a low viscosity liquid that heats up and flows in
order to tilt the module to remain roughly perpendicular to
the sun; or active, where a sensor sends information to a
motor which mechanically orients the module to remain
perpendicular to the sun.
The energy that is produced from a photovoltaic array is
direct current (DC), and can be used in this state if the
consumption is local. If the electricity needs to travel long
distances or the local system is connected to the grid via
an intertie system, an inverter is necessary in the system
in order to transform the energy to alternating current. If
excess energy is produced and not needed for consump-
tion, it can be sold back to the grid for profit, or stored in a
battery for later use." Batteries have been standardized at
a nominal 12 volts for charging; therefore, modules typi-
cally produce somewhere between 14 and 18 volts, as
the source of voltage must be higher for effective battery
charging."
THFEPMAL SOLAP
COLLECTION
The energy from the sun cannot only be transferred into
usable electricity for power, but it can also be absorbed for
thermal heat. This is a very old, low-tech method for pro-
ducing hot water from solar radiation. The types of thermal
heat collector systems are window collector panels, solar
absorber mats, flat plate collectors, evacuated flat collec-
tors, evacuated tube collectors, and high efficiency collec-
tor systems." The most common type are the flat-plate
collectors, which can use either air or water as the absorb-
ing material. Water is more common, as it has a higher
capacity to absorb heat than air. The absorbing material is
circulated through the collectors and then returns to where
the heat is extracted. The four main components of a flat-
plate collector are the transparent cover plate, a black ab-
sorber plate, an enclosed insulated box, and flow pipes
and passages to permit and control the flow of the fluid
and the process of heat extraction. Similar to pho-
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tovoltaic modules, collectors are most efficient when ori-
ented due south, and positioned at the latitude angle of
the site. Solar thermal systems are primarily used to col-
lect heat for hot water use indoors."
If freezing is a possibility in the given climate, the solu-
tion in the system will contain an anti-freeze fluid. In this
case, the heat must be transferred from the fluid in the
system to the water inside by conduction, a less efficient
method. If freezing is not a problem, the water that is
heated in the collector is taken down into the storage hot
water tank indoors for eventual use. The pump is the prin-
ciple mechanical part of the system in order to make the
water flow through the tubes. The pump can be powered
by a solar cell, thereby only circulating water for heating
when there is enough solar radiation from the sun.2"
WIND POWEP
Wind Turbines
Wind is another'free' and inexhaustible energy source that
people have historically tapped into for thousands of years.
Wind is generated by heatfrom the sun. Different proximities
to the sun create temperature differentials on the earth's
surface between the equator and the poles, as well as be-
tween the earth's ground and the atmosphere. 7 Due to
these differentials, the wind begins to blow, as the air at-
tempts to 'even out' these differentials. Wind patterns are
distorted by the earth's rotation, topography, and localized
pressure and temperature differentials." Wind as a source
of motive power is probably only second to muscle power,
being used to drive ships for exploration and international
trade. Windmills have a long history back to the Sumerians
and the Chinese that were used primarily for pumping water
for irrigation and milling. Wind energy had its big start in
the United States when it powered windchargers for use
by farmers in the rural Midwest to pump water and for
electricity generation. Windchargers losttheir popularity and
fell into a state of disrepair in the 1940's and early 1950's
when the New Deal and the Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration were put into place, and the grid was brought out to
rural parts of the country.
Wind energy came back into interest in the U.S. with the
energy crisis of the 1970s, when the government began to
fund research into the viability of large scale energy pro-
ducing wind turbines, a windmill that is used only for elec-
tricity generation. The research most significantly revealed
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that simply scaling up wind turbines in order to produce
more energy was highly problematic, and brought into ques-
tion the appropriate magnitude of such technologies. It was
the smaller, private 'garage' manufacturers that found the
means to produce energy with off-the-shelf parts for less
money, renewing wind generation as a competitive and po-
tentially viable energy source.? The large scale turbine re-
search did; however, provide the foundation for the engi-
neering of the blades and motors for advanced turbines of
today? 0
The requirements for wind power generation for a site are
often more particular than those for solar energy produc-
tion. The main deciding factor is the average, or mean, speed
of the wind for a particular site. Speed is very important
because of the cubic power law associated with wind, stat-
ing the energy available in a wind stream is proportional to
the cube of its speed. By doubling the wind speed, the amount
of energy produced increases by eight times, and therefore
siting the wind turbine is more important than improving it's
efficiency by one or two percent3 The ideal site is one that
is nearthe crest of a high, smoothly rising ridge on the down-
wind side of a large flat plain. The next most important char-
acteristic includes being free from obstructions in all direc-
tions in order to avoid sheltering and turbulence to the
blades. The placement of multiple turbines
must be considered such that if the wind changes direc-
tion, some of the turbines do not become downstream from
others too often.
The power available from the wind is a function of the air
density, the area of the rotors intercepting the wind, and
the instantaneous wind velocity. An increase in any of these
factors will increase the amount of generated power. Air
density varies with temperature and elevation. Cold air is
denser than warm air. Therefore, a wind turbine in a cold
climate will produce more energy than one in a warm cli-
mate at the same elevation. Additionally, a wind turbine
near sea level will produce more energy than one on top of
a mountain peak at the same temperature." Classes of
wind have been determined for different areas in the coun-
try, which serve as a beginning point for determining if the
wind speeds are viable for efficient energy generation. Typi-
cally, a minimal average annual wind speed of 5 m/s or 11
mph, which is power class 3 or higher, is necessary for
grid-connected situations. Minimal annual wind speeds of
3 -4 m/s or 7-9 mph, which is power class 1 or higher, are
adequate for stand-alone applications or remote areas. The
minimal average annual wind speed is a speed that is
equaled or exceeded for more than 50 percent of the time.
Wind-power density is measured in watts per square meter
and indicates how much energy is available
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at a site for conversion by a wind turbine, and is associ-
ated with the power class of an area."
Wind turbines currently are most effective in remote areas
which the electrical grid does not reach. In situations such
as this, it typically is cheaper to utilize wind energy rather
than to bring a powerline outto the area. Wind energy used
in an area where the grid already exists is, for now, re-
stricted to areas with higher wind speeds in order to com-
pete with the cost of nonrenewable energy sources.,,
There are two types of turbines, one which is oriented hori-
zontally to the wind stream and one which is oriented ver-
tically to the wind stream. A horizontal-axis machine, or
HAW, has the axis of rotation oriented horizontally in rela-
tion to the ground and parallel to the wind stream. These
resemble the typical fan design, and consist of a one, two,
or three blade rotor with an aerofoil cross section placed
upwind of the tower. This is the original type of wind tur-
bine, and has been perfected in terms of energy efficiency
and generation close to its theoretical maximum of 59.3
percent-" Power output can be controlled in high wind
speeds by using spoilers or restricting the rotation speed.
This type of wind turbine must have the means to track the
direction of the wind either through a mechanical sensing
system or a tail fin.
The second type of wind turbine is a vertical-axis ma-
chine, or VAWT, in which the axis of rotation is vertical to
the ground and perpendicular to the wind stream. Verti-
cal axis wind turbines are a more recent discovery, and
have the advantage of being able to receive wind from all
directions due to the nature of their geometry. VAWTs
always have the mechanical parts of the machine near
the ground; therefore, are easier and safer to repair. These
machines have a wider variety of uses, being found on
top of buildings for ventilation, and on signs for advertis-
ing. Vertical axis turbines have a lower efficiency than
the HAWT because of the negative returning-power con-
tribution, working against the wind. However, modern
designs claim to be approaching 50 percent efficiency.37
Due to their relative newness, VAWTs are still making
advances in design and efficiency. As stated earlier, the
power generated by a wind turbine is a function of the
effective swept area and the efficiency of the machine. A
HAWT sweeps a circular area, and the VAWT sweeps a
rectangular area. VAW's have the ability to sweep a much
larger area than a HAWT, and therefore can potentially
make up the difference in efficiency in this way.
Wind turbines are primarily fastened to one of three types
of towers: freestanding metal lattice structures, freestand-
ing tubular towers, or guyed masts. Tubular towers are
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eithertapered or straight-walled, and guyed masts either use
lattice tower sections or tubing. These towers are typically
connected into the ground for support, but it is possible to
fasten them to the side of a building. If fastened to a building,
it is recommended that the building not be inhabited due to
the noise and vibration that the wind turbines can potentially
generate." A rule of thumb is to design the turbine so that it
is 30 feet above any obstruction within 300 feet of the tower
In some cases, with micro turbines, it is possible to place
them on a tower only 20 feet above the ground; however, the
potential of energy output is possibly sacrificed to an extent,
as well as the increased amount of turbulence that the tur-
bine will endure due to the potential proximity to obstruc-
tions."
There are different scales of wind turbines, depending on
the amount of energy to be produced, the nature of the site,
and the nature of the wind at a site. The scale is related to
both the diameter of the rotors, and the height of the tower
The potential of a wind turbine is best expressed by the rotor
diameter, defining the 'swept area.' A turbine with a larger
swept area will generate more power than one with a smaller
swept area." The concept of 'the taller the tower the greater
the power' holds true most of the time. Therefore, the higher
the wind turbine can be on a site, the more wind power
potential." Micro turbines typically are con-
nected to towers of 20-50 feet in height, with rotor diam-
eters of two to four feet. A single micro turbine can be
used for such applications as recreational vehicles, sail-
ing, and fence charging. Mini turbines are connected to
towers of 100 feet or taller, depending on the terrain and
surrounding obstructions, with diameters of four to nine
feet. A single mini turbine can be used in such applications
as remote vacation cabins. Macro turbines are connected
to towers 100 feet or more, with diameters of nine to twenty-
three feet. A single macro turbine can be used for power-
ing homes, farms, ranches, small businesses, and tele-
communications."
Choosing a larger generator and wind turbine may seem to
be the obvious solution for producing more power, but it is
typically not economical. It is a careful balance between
capital cost, electricity demand and wind regime for a given
site." It has been additionally proven that multiple smaller
wind turbines used in conjunction are far more cost effi-
cient and produce more energy on average than a single
large turbine. This is due to the lower capital cost and the
reduced amount of down time when one breaks down.
The potential site impacts of wind turbines are due prima-
rily to appearance and noise. Visual impact of wind tur-
bines is a subjective issue. Some feel that wind farms are
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an amazing sight, while others feel they are a visual nui-
sance. Noise from turbines is generated by the gearbox
and the wind moving across the blades. The actual levels
of sound on a site with rated wind speed levels are the
same with or without a wind turbine; the difference is the
nature of the sound. The noise that is generated from
wind only is constantly changing, and is considered by
most as acceptable background noise. The noise from a
wind turbine is regular and rhythmic, making it detect-
able and distracting for some. The noise can be lessened
both through the siting of the wind turbine and the me-
chanics of the machine. The larger the turbine, the higher
the wind speed, the greater the degree of noise." A de-
gree of noise to some has been considered a reminder
that the wind is generating power; to others, it is bother-
some. Wind turbines can generate power without dis-
placing people or throughways, as is often the case with
a conventional power station. Walkways can coexist un-
derneath and around wind turbines without any problem
or threat."
WATEP POWEP
AND COILECTION
Tidal Barrages
Water can contribute to renewable power generation
through the flowing of water downward such as in a stream
or river, as well as with tidal flows in the ocean. Since the
project site is adjacent to the ocean shore, opportunities
exist for obtaining energy from the tide. Tides are caused
by the rotation of the earth and the gravitational pull from
the moon and the sun. As the earth rotates, the surface is
alternately pulled by the moon or the sun, causing the
oceans to bulge, and therefore creating the rhythmic rise
and fall of the tide, usually twice daily. The sun's gravita-
tional pull is less than that of the moon; therefore, one
tide is often not as dramatic as the other."
Not all coastal sites are suitable for tidal energy generation,
as the change in the level of water from low tide to high tide
may not be significant enough. The further one travels away
from the equator, the, opportunities rise. Tides in Florida
average two feet, and in Maine they average more than
eighteen feet of vertical rise.47 Also, inlet areas can be too
sheltered and therefore decrease the dramatic rise and fall
that occurs on the actual coastline.
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tidal barrage with water turbine
The mechanism to harness tidal energy is known as a tidal
barrage. A barrage is built across an inlet area, acting like
a dam and generating power not unlike the method for
low-head hydroelectric power. At points along the barrage,
gates and turbines are placed to facilitate the flow of water
and to capture the energy. If the tide is falling, the gates are
closed in order to store the water between the shore and
the barrage until the low tide is met. Once the difference in
water level on either side of the barrage is at its greatest,
the gates are opened to allow the water to flow through.
This difference in height creates hydrostatic head, causing
the water to flow through the turbines, turning the electric
generators which produce electricity. The barrage can also
generate electricity as the tide is rising, by closing the gates
and holding the water outside of the controlled area until
the high tide is reached, then opening the gates and allow-
ing the water to rush back in.48
The electricity that is generated from tidal flows is not con-
stant; however, it is highly predictable and reliable com-
pared to the wind and the sun. Power that is generated by
tidal flows may not come at an ideal time, and therefore
provisions may need to be made to store the energy tem-
porarily. This is described in the renewable energy sys-
tems section. The turbines that generate the energy can
also be used as pumps to pump additional water behind
the barrage during times of low electrical demand. The
water can then be released at times of high electrical de-
mand and increase the value of the power produced."
WATEP
COL ECTION
While harvesting rainwater does not generate additional
renewable energy, it does save energy by use of a free
material that is otherwise bought by most people from their
municipality.
Rainwater can easily be collected from the roof of a build-
ing through a simple system of downspouts. The roof is
the most common means of collecting rainwater; how-
ever, water can also be harvested from driveways or swales
in yards, which is then directed into a pipe or a storage
container. The best roof material for collection is metal, as
it is the most impervious to water and is also the smooth-
est material, allowing the maximum amount of the water to
easily reach the collection system." Collected rainwater
to be used for outdoor applications such as watering or
gardening can be stored outdoors as long as there is not a
problem with freezing. It can either be stored above or
below the ground, a decision typically
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influenced by cost. Storing below ground will keep the
water at a cooler temperature for most of the year. For
collected water that is to be used indoors, it would be
diverted inside to be filtered and stored. The system
should be below the height at which the water is col-
lected in order to take advantage of gravity flow and to
avoid the need for a pump. Once this water is filtered, it
can be used for such purposes as the washing machine
and the toilet."
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ENERGY SYSTEMS
The various systems of PV, thermal collection, turbines,
and barrages that work with the aforementioned renew-
able energy technologies can either be employed individu-
ally, or can be paired or grouped together to create a more
diversified energy system. Multiple systems are potentially
more efficient and can help to generate energy throughout
the majority of the year. Hybrid wind and photovoltaic sys-
tems work very well together, since in most climates, the
times of the day and year when photovoltaics do not gen-
erate energy (night and winter) are typically the times when
the wind is strongest. Wind has a higher power density
than does solar, so a wind turbine will contribute positively
to the overall energy generated, even at a low wind site.
Putting these two sources together additively covers a
greater part of the day and the year that renewable energy
can be generated, thereby lessening the reliance on a
backup system or series of batteries." In general, diversi-
fication of sources is advantageous for utilization of re-
newable energy rather than relying on one source.
There are two ways an energy system can be designed
when using locally produced renewable power. The first is
to run independent of the grid, where all energy available is
energy that is produced on site. Any excess energy is ei-
ther diverted to other uses or stored in batteries. For sys-
tems that are off the grid and operate self -sufficiently, back-
up batteries are a necessity for times when the amount of
produced power cannot match the demand. This is only
suitable for very small systems, due to the cost, size, and
weight of batteries. The second system design is to have
an intertie system, where the site is connected to the grid,
but locally produces renewable energy for itself. Any ex-
cess energy that is produced can be sold back to the utility
grid or to a neighboring site. If there is not enough energy
produced by the site via renewable means, the site can still
receive energy from the grid or from neighboring sites.
As stated earlier, the technology that is being applied to the
electrical utility grid today is such that it can handle com-
plicated numbers and types of transactions between indi-
viduals and the utility companies. Therefore, if an intertie
system is not producing enough of its own electricity via
the renewable sources that it has employed, then electric-
ity from the grid will seamlessly be delivered to the site for
consumption. Likewise, if the site is producing more power
than it needs, and any battery storage system is fully
charged, then the excess power is seamlessly placed on
the grid, and becomes a credit from the energy utility.3
The flexibility of the grid makes renewable energy pro-
duction on a localized level very feasible. Therefore, an-
other possibility would be for the excess to be sold to a
neighbor. The producer and consumer would negotiate a
rate, and the utility would credit the consumer's bill with
the excess energy that was supplied to the grid by the
producer. The utility would assess a fee to the producer
for using the utility's lines."
The final option in a system with excess power is to cre-
ate an artificial load. This is often possible only if the site
has a need for certain factors. If a site has a need for a
large amount of hot water and large capacity storage,
then the excess electricity can be diverted to heat the
water. Likewise, the excess energy can be used to keep
water in storage cooler if necessary. Water could also be
pumped uphill and stored, then released to drive a water
turbine for energy at peak time.55
This section provided background information based on
the current technologies in the aforementioned sources
of renewable energy. The physical requirements of the
systems were referred to when implementing them into
the design.
renewable energy technologies: physical criteria
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A List
show what is not normally seen
create a sense of curiosity
express how it works
a learning tool
feedback systems
control systems
encourage participation
encourage a sense of ownership
provide a sense of contributing to the whole
TPANSLUCENT TELEPHONES, PPISMACOLOP
PINWHEELS, AND WIND WALLS
The 'touchy-feely' Part
SOCIAL CPITEPIA
The intentions of the criteria thus far have presented ideas relating to the fundamental logic of natural systems and a systems
approach, as well as illustrated the types and uses of renewable energy producing materials and objects. These two areas
represent the performance-based and physical requirements, respectively, that are inherent when working with the concepts of
natural systems and renewable energy technologies. The final area of criteria is derived from social ideas that are not concrete
or tangible as the previous listed criteria, nor are they able to be proven through a performance test on paper. This criterion
confronts what it means to experience a place, to be engaged with and to learn from one's surroundings, to feel responsible and
aware of the repercussions for one's actions, and to be a positive contributing part of a greater whole. This type of criteria is
often not considered in the design of infrastructure, nor specifically with the newly expanding area of renewable energies in the
built context. It is my belief that for a technology that is dependant on responsibility, a change in lifestyle, and a shift in
consideration of only the individual to consideration of the whole, it is imperative to consider how this renewable energy
technology is introduced into built works and our lives. This section discusses personal observations and concepts dealt with
in past projects that outline a set of criteria to frame the social aspirations of the design project, to be combined with the
discoveries and observations from visits to existing projects as described in <4.0>
This section begins by stating a list of criteria, then continues by elaborating on each of the three groups of points in the context
of an example. These examples, an everyday object and two personal projects, are meant to illustrate the intent of the specific
criteria, as well as serve as benchmarks to signal the degree of understanding that was brought to the outset of the investiga-
tion. These ideas, grouped with the performance criteria and the physical criteria, are to be explored, challenged, and developed
during the design aspect of this project. It was intended that a new dimension and a deeper understanding would be attained
during the course of the design project, as well as a strengthening of the design by working with and providing for the following
experiential opportunities.
translucent telephones, prismacolor pinwheels and wind walls: social criteria
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translucent telephone (in bluebeny)
WHY SUCH A L IST
Translucent Telephones
show what is not normally seen
create a sense of curiosity
express how it works
I cannot remember precisely how old I was when I first
saw one, but I can still picture the catalogue page in my
mind. I was that age when distractions like music, clothes,
and hairstyles became apparent, and I was now in the
market for my own phone. This was not to be any tele-
phone, rather a phone that was translucent, one I could
actually see the innards of the magical talking machine.
The one that I had witnessed in the catalogue even came in
different translucent colors, and all the phone's glory was
right there, in the flesh.
To this day, I have never owned a translucent telephone. It
was many years before I could have any phone, let alone a
translucent one, with my parental upbringing as it were.
Interestingly enough, when I see a translucent telephone,
or most anything with its parts exposed through the hous-
ing, I am instantly caught up in its workings, and I have
never overcome nor forgotten this fact At the time, I could
not have imagined the importance of this attraction, or that
such a discovery would become one of the main inten-
tions of such a graduate thesis. However, there is some-
thing very intriguing, very magical about seeing the work-
ing parts of an object, no matter how banal or how high
tech the object may be. It begins to allow a person to un-
derstand on some primitive level what is happening inside
the object It reveals that there are small working pieces,
little colored wires, chipboards, or maybe the only
discernable thing is a little flashing light. Whatever the case
may be, it expresses that there is more to an object than its
outward appearance, and all too often today, we are de-
nied experiencing such wonderment.
I keep finding that the older that I get, the more I want to
see and understand; the more that I understand, the stron-
ger my desire grows to learn more. The pace at which
technology is advancing makes this very difficult. At times
the reaction is to give up, as it feels hopeless that a person
could ever understand what really happens inside a com-
puter, or under the hood of a car, or even how electricity
comes out of the electrical socket any time you need it
Many parts are now 'computerized', and therefore com-
pletely mystifying to the user, as the parts that make up the
system do not physically express the role they have within
the system. When a user is left feeling it is pointless to try
to understand the mechanics of an object, this renders the
I
user out of control of the object or system. With the complex-
ity and speed of technology ever increasing, the degree of
losing control does the same. This potentially is related to the
feeling people express today of not having control of their
lives. This seems appropriate when so many objects or sys-
tems that people come in contact with throughout an entire
day are seemingly beyond their capacity to understand. Why
should people think and leam anymore from their objects?
The computer chips can do many things for them.
As I look around me, I realize that a few others have come
upon this similar realization, and it has won a lot of attention
from the public. iMac computers by Apple are now becom-
ing one of the more popular models on the market, when not
so long ago, they were rumored to be going under The com-
puter that has put them on top again did not do so in the
power and capacity of the machine, but rather by enticing
people's senses and curiosity. It comes in wonderful bright
colors of translucent plastic, so one can see all the parts of
the machine inside. Never has a computer granted the user
the opportunity to look inside one of these 'black boxes', un-
less the owner was daring enough to open one up. iMac
computers sit on one's desk like a giant piece of hard candy.
I have never worked with a computer I felt enough affection
for that it warranted being eaten. There must be something to
this.
Being given the opportunity to witness on a simplified level
the way a thing works potentially entices someone to be
interested. When the human-made world is displayed in a
gray galvanized box, there is not much interesting there to
look at, nor begin to contemplate and understand. Many
systems in the world are mysterious and invisible, such
as oil drilling, energy production, or trash collecting, as
the majority of people never witness any or all of the steps
that are taken to complete any one task. As stated earlier,
with centralized production, all steps become so removed
from the foreground, all that they know is the final product
is available to them, be it gasoline or electricity. No one
ever bothers to consider where it may have come from,
nor the steps involved with processing of the end prod-
uct. If a person never witnesses the results or the reper-
cussions of a task, then why would she be expected to
consider their actions and responsibilities?
Translucent telephones are just a metaphor to illustrate a
few simple ideas. Putting everything in a gray galvanized
box, which is comparable to processes becoming increas-
ingly centralized, encourages the idea of 'masking'. It re-
moves any opportunity or ability for the people who come
in contact with the box, or who use the product, to ever
know anything about it or its origins.
iMac computer
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It is uninteresting and boring. If the ideas or the steps embod-
ied in a process, or the mechanics of a system, could be
revealed in some capacity to those who come in contact or
use the product, there is the potential for some degree of
engagement. For some, it might cause a little curiosity, and
simply be considered for a moment. For others, they may
begin to see how the system works, and how it changes
based on different variables, and this becomes something
they continue to watch in order to 'break the code'.
Additionally, it is my belief that people will feel more in control
and more aware of their surroundings if the mechanisms
52 involved in their lives are simply expressed and demystified
for them. In this way, by being able to see the working parts,
orthe motion, or reaction as something acts upon or changes
in the system, it can spark a sense of curiosity. People are
attracted to change, become 'numb'to constant, or unchang-
ing condiljons. As Amory Lovins states, "People are not
simple, uniform entities that thrive in a box. They are, rather,
complex living organisms that evolved in and still function
best in a dynamic and diverse environment."1 If one can
visually sense how something works, then s/he can begin to
understand what it is doing and what its purpose is. If this
can be ted to something that s/he connects with in his/her
daily life, something that s/he is a part of, then this is an even
stronger association.
. ........ 
Prismacolor Pin wheels
a learning tool
feedback systems
control systems
A graduate seminar project serves as the next example,
which taught and revealed to me the power and influence a
designer can have on the designs she creates. During this
semester, I became aware that people in general were los-
ing a connection with the natural outdoor world, due to such
things as spending less time outdoors and spending more
time in buildings that seal them off from the ever changing
environment. In response to this, I chose to make a project
which was functional and energy efficient, while at the same
time would express and create awareness of the continual
change in our surroundings. The intention was to make a
memorable experience, by forming a connection with the
natural time cycles that occur in the environment all around.
Additionally, I became interested in the notions of buildings
working passively and actively in response to the environ-
ment, and how this could be expressed for the people using
or passing through the space. Spending the semester teach-
ing myself how to build circuit boards and to generate en-
ergy from solar radiation, I combined the technical know-
how I attained with the desire to express a building's re-
sponse to the changing environment.
The premise of the design was to install a'fan wall' on the
south facade of a building. The fans, or pinwheels, were
meant to block the transmission of solar radiation into the
interior of the building and flush out any collected heat in
the wall. This was done in order to control heat gain, as
well as to allow the wall to present itself as an ever-chang-
ing facade. The design is full of motion and light, directly
responding to the varying levels of sunlight throughout
any given day. The pinwheels are operated by photovol-
taic cells, which directly transfer solar radiation into elec-
trical current. The energy produced by the PV cells is used
to power motors that rotate the pinwheels. Each pinwheel-
motor combination is powered by its own PV cell, so the
various pinwheels rotate relative to the amount of solar
radiation the solar cell is receiving. The phenomenon of a
cloud blocking the sunlight on a portion of the wall is
translated by that area of the wall slowing down. The pin-
wheels themselves are made out of polarizing material -a
rigid, translucent plastic film, which possesses the ability
to block the transfer of light The amount of transmission
is affected by the way two layers of the polarizing film are
overlapped and rotated relative to each other. When the
fans rotate, this process occurs, thereby reducing the
amount of solar radiation that passes into the space. There-
fore, the source of the problem becomes the power
behind the solution; as well, the system
translucent telephones, prismacolor pinwheels and wind walls: social criteria
wall section prototype
pattem, color shadow
facade concept model
PV cell and motor
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only operates when it is necessary and at the pace which
is necessary. It is a very efficient, 'intelligent' facade.
The system as a whole becomes a time-marker and in-
tends to enhance people's awareness of the cyclical
changes outdoors. Throughout the course of the year,
the amount of time the pinwheels operate increases dur-
ing warmer months, and decreases during colder months.
Likewise, the system reacts accordingly to sunny days
and overcast days. It is even sensitive to a person walk-
ing by outside, casting his or her shadow on the sur-
face and causing the pinwheels to slow down. By being
simple and explicit in its function and mechanics, the
wall exhibits a design that translates the changes in the
environment outside into visual feedback in order for the
viewer to observe and learn. When a system provides
feedback, it is only then that the viewer or operator can
learn from the system. The feedback reveals what the
system responds to, as well as what makes the system
run more or less efficiently. It is from feedback that con-
clusions can be made as to how to improve the system.
In general, many industrial processes do not incorporate
feedback systems to keep them in check and in line. As
Amory Lovins states, "Living systems are regulated by
such limiting factors as seasons, weather, sun, soil and
temperature, all of which are governed by feedback loops.
Feedback in nature is continual."2 Lovins also claims
that systems without any form of feedback are 'stupid',
whereas systems with even the most rudimentary of feed-
back systems can gain 'intelligence' very quickly.' As
well, the people who participate or come in contact with
such a system with feedback, also become more intelli-
gent, and possibly feel more in control.
In addition to feedback systems, control systems are also
necessary to oversee complex variables and reactions.
Control systems patterned after biological systems can take
vast amounts of information and variables and make deci-
sions based on fuzzy logic that people are not able to do in
comparable time and with as much accuracy. With the ad-
vanced technology available now, 'distributed intelligence'
control systems can orchestrate many decentralized deci-
sion makers, all of equal deciding power. This is done by
talking to one another, by interpreting events, as well as
interacting and learning from each other in order to control
their collective behavior, similar to the way an ecosystem
operates.4 When control systems are coupled with feed-
back systems, people can observe and learn from the sys-
tem, they can trace the changes in the system, and they
can see what they can do to make the system work better
for themselves and all those involved.
Wind Walls
encourage participation
encourage a sense of ownership
sense of contributing to the whole
A second project that I have chosen is from a graduate
studio and illustrates the final area of social criteria .This
investigation addressed the idea of a 'wind wall', which
passively and actively controlled the flow of wind, as well
as became a screen onto which the daily changes and
interaction of life were presented. The project took place
on a site along the eastern coast of Japan known for the
natural dry wind that comes off of the ocean in the sum-
mer months which helps to cool the residents from the
often hot, humid air found slightly inland. The initial re-
sponse was to create a means of directing and controlling
the wind particular to this area in order to allow the resi-
dents to deflect the breeze into their homes as they choose.
The wall finds its place exteriorly between the residences,
thereby each side being shared by either a family or couple.
Through the course of the semester, I became intrigued by
the opportunities that the shared piece of infrastructure
lent itself and pursued the notion of the wall being more
than simply the means to deflect the wind, but to addition-
ally serve as a 'backdrop' on which the activities of the
day, the varying breeze, and the social interactions were
conveyed. The wall was changeable and maneuverable,
with areas the residents could claim as their own, and
participate with the moving and adjusting of the wall to
suit their needs, be it to create more privacy, create more
outdoor space, or to facilitate the flow of the wind through
their home when it became hot and humid. The wall
changed its appearance and function similar to a living
thing evolving and reacting to environmental changes.
Differing from the previous project, I chose to explore the
idea of allowing the people who came in contact with the
wall to not only be able to visually experience it, but also
to be able to control the functioning of the wall. I felt that
this took the idea of learning and observing feedback a
step further, as the changes that they physically made
would be conveyed directly on the wall, and would affect
those who also used the wall (learning by doing). These
effects could be as simple as moving a panel in order to
channel the wind into their home, or more complex by
closing a series of panels in order to gain more social
privacy from the people across the way, depending on
what they wished to affect or convey. The idea of encour-
aged participation became intriguing in that the partici-
pant became a part of the system, and his/her actions
contributed either positively or negatively to the greater
whole.
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movement of panels to deflect wind for comfort
environmental infrastructure element
wind wall between two residences
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human interaction with components of wall
It was my belief that by being directly involved in a sys-
tem, people will be more aware of their actions, and there-
fore will act more responsibly, as they will be held ac-
countable for their actions. When working with the ideas
behind a systems approach explained in <3.1> (cycli-
cal thinking, continuous loop, interdependency and
interconnectedness), it is not only imperative to express
and reveal in some manner the way in which the system
works and the way the system reacts, but additionally to
allow people to be contributors to the system. It is only in
this way that people will feel responsible for their actions,
thereby shifting the concept of each person out for his/
her own, to the notion that everyone contributes to the
good of the whole. The responsibility one upholds be-
comes tangible and necessary; it creates a sense of com-
munity, and, in turn, it will ideally permeate other aspects
of his/her life, as he/she begins to make connections based
on his/her actions in relation to those around them, as
well as those who come after him/her, and on down the
line.
It is also imperative that the people who live and work in
an area, and whose lives come in contact with such sys-
tems, also feel a degree of ownership. Whether they claim
a piece of the system, as in the case with the shared
sides of the wind walls, or they are affected by the effi-
ciency of the system, such as the cost of their energy bills,
there should be some aspect of the system that inher-
ently causes people to want to participate in a way that is
responsible and helps the welfare of the whole. This be-
comes fulfilling for the well-being of the system, as well
as the well-being of the now interconnected and interde-
pendent place, which is working together to make the
system better for all.
CONC LUSION
The social criteria establishes expectations that the de-
sign embraced throughout the investigation. While the
system criteria and the physical criteria can be tested
and proven if necessary, the social expectations are not
so easily demonstrated without actually creating and
building such a scenario, and observing how people in-
teract with each other and with the system of the built
works. It is therefore intended that the social criteria act
as a guide that influences the design and layout of the
proposal in a positive and humanistic fashion. It is my
feeling that not only must changes in our way of design-
ing and constructing built systems occur, but changes
must also occur in order to express and reveal that
changes need to be made in attitude and way of life in
order to harmonize our behavior with that of the eco-
system. Therefore, these social criteria are meant to re-
veal and teach people in a positive, educative, and ex-
citing way in order to spark interest, curiosity, and fasci-
nation, and ideally, make them think.
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CASE STUDIES - PPOJECTS VISITED
Observations of Renewable Technologies in the Built Environment
THE PENEWING ODYSSEY
The performance <3.1> and physical <3.2> criteria for renewable energy technologies previously discussed can be
researched and tested through quantifiable and qualifiable means. Conversely, the social criteria <3.3> embody ideas that
must be experienced or observed, and are not easily tested until built. Therefore, in order to understand the social implica-
tions of integrating renewable technologies into the built environment, I deemed it necessary to visit projects exemplifying
these notions. Experiencing the projects firsthand would allow me to synthesize my beliefs regarding the connection that I
feel needs to exist between people, their community, and their built environment, with the findings that I would make while
visiting the projects. There were three main categories of observations that I sought: [1] to see the construction, the
physical constraints, and the opportunities that renewable technologies present; [2] to observe how the designs of build-
ings react and respond to the integration of the renewable technologies as well as innovations that emerge; [3] finally, to
experience how people come in contact with the energy producing technologies and the buildings they share, and whether
or not people should and could actively engage with these technologies in a positive way. The projects that I visited were
found in the countries of Germany and Netherlands. These two countries were chosen because their governments currently
enforce the strictest energy codes, promoting clean energy and minimizing fossil-fuel based production. Progressive gov-
ernment incentives have been put into place to encourage renewable technologies to be implemented into the built environ-
ment; therefore, a concentrated number of significant projects have emerged.
While there were many different types of projects visited over the course of the journey, I began to categorize the projects
into four groups. The first two groups relate to the degree to which the renewable technology was incorporated into the
design, that being whether it was simply applied or integrated. The second two groups relate to the location of the
technology, whether it was located remotely or locally. The following are descriptive narratives of my observations of
these projects transcribed from traveling notes. The experiences served as an invaluable source of intangible information
that I found myself referring back to time and again while embarking on the thesis design project.
case study projects
Applied Technologies
'...the term 'applied' refers to much of what I am finding
on these projects. Applied technologies represent the first
generation of attempts at integrating renewable energy
technologies into the built environment. In some cases,
the relationship is the building simply lends the technol-
ogy a south-facing surface material on either a wall or
roof. In others, it is more of a parasitic relationship, where
the technology is unscrupulously attached and feeding
off of the building more than the building benefits from
the technology.' '...viewing roofs and south-facing fa-
cades of buildings simply as surfaces that an energy-
producing material or panel can be attached to is limited
and singular; the opportunity exists to do and to be more.
As well, the technologies found in these instances ap-
pear foreign and odd... panels often being forced into
compromising positions or locations, minimizing the ef-
ficiency and causing redundant construction.', '...Ap-
plied technologies do make sense when they are being
introduced onto an already existing building or construct;
however, it is not rigorous enough in new construction if
the building does not acknowledge or respond to the in-
troduction of the technology. The projects often miss
opportunities in that sometimes the energy producing
material is not even detectable, and therefore has little
engagement with the user of the building.'
Integrated Technologies
'Projects thatfit into this category are those in which the build-
ing and the renewable technology are responding and react-
ing to each other in some manner and the technology serves
more than a single purpose... Integrated examples are the
second or third generation of projects, learning from the 'ap-
plied' group. In these projects, the design of the building itself
takes on a different character from the 'standard' residence
or commercial building, becoming clever and inventive with
the introduction of the renewable energy technologies.'
'...projects using PV's to generate energy as well as for shad-
ing (dual purpose)... projects that create an intermediate buffer
zone, working with patterns and translucent material charac-
teristics to encourage the dramatic play of light and shadow...
whole projects actually rotating in order to track the path of
the sun...' 'The construction is no longer so redundant, at-
tempting to merge technologies into walVfagade systems; dis-
covering opportunities that simultaneously collect energy,
block direct sun, and capitalize on indirect light and ventila-
tion. The energy producing capabilities of the projects are
much more palpable than the projects that simply applied the
technologies; often the projects are oriented entirely to the
south, as well as implementing strong gestures of angled roofs
and sloped walls. The projects are much more in touch with
the outdoors, providing expansive views and natural light They
are more alive and open, putting the people inside in tune with
light changes throughout the day.'
case study projects
Remote Technologies
'...the larger scale technologies are often located remotely
away from any city or town. These projects always come
across as 'oddities,'yet exciting discoveries that people seek
out... Wind turbines make sense in such an arrangement
due to their large scale and their ability to produce energy
that is simply thrown onto the grid. Occuring in remote ar-
eas, the turbines are located in a place that is more strongly
connected with the natural forces and more exposed. Ob-
serving them, one can experience the direct relationship be-
tween the speed and direction of the wind and the reactions
that the turbines make in order to capture the maximum
amount of energy as possible.' '...being away from devel-
oped areas allows these large scale technologies to act in-
dependently; they can take on unusual forms (angles, slopes)
and incorporate movement in order to harness as much en-
ergy as possible... the turbines create a recognizable land-
mark or point in the landscape, point of destination; large
scale - better to view from a distance - I now understand
that there is a need to have a graduated language of tech-
nologies in more open, less dense areas all the way through
the integration of technologies in more dense urban areas.'
Local Technologies
'These projects have implemented renewable energy tech-
nologies on a local scale. The production of energy became
an underlying theme, or thread, serving as a way in which
the community is tied together, demarcating different areas
associated with certain energy producing technologies. In
one residential community planned project, producing clean
energy was a part of the 'everyday surrounds', as wind
turbines were in the distance, solar thermal panels were
placed onto roofs in an area of the housing, and photovol-
taic panels were found on many of the housing units. The
solar thermal panels produced hot water on a local scale,
storing it in a large underground tank for the consumption
of people in the community... the integration of the tech-
nologies into a neighborhood provided open space for people
to use as publicly shared space.' '...project reveals the
inner workings of a small scale co-generation plant that pro-
duced energy for a neighborhood. The plant was situated
adjacent to the neighborhood that it served, displaying the
process to produce the energy in an aesthetic way. It be-
came a recognizable 'node' to the community, a point from
which people obtained their power.'
case study projects
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LESSONS LEAPNED
Visiting these projects firsthand provided a type of information that
could not have been obtained otherwise. Itallowed me to experience
the sense that these projects providsforthose who come in contact
with them, and helped me to develop my ideas and beliefs regarding
the importance and responsibility of introducing these technologies
into the built environment The projects demonstrated various ideas,
concepts, opportunities and mistakes, as well as the need to inte-
grate these renewable energy technologies in an innovative, creative
and sensitive manner. Glimpses of the ideas presented here can be
detected in the following design project the ideas evolving over the
course of the semester, emerging finally into a unified language. One
of the most important lessons and concepts that was learned was
that it is, in fact possible for people in an area to be aware of the role
of renewable energy. The concept of renewable energy being pro-
duced on a regional scale, serving as a system ornetworkthat could
be one way to tie a community together, was observed in the project
in Kronsburg, Germany. The system was the giver of energy; it pro-
vided open space for people to gather (where rain water was col-
lected and held in retention ponds) and hills for children to play on
(hot water storage tank). The hot water system became an under-
ground network that served many people, connecting them. The
strong sense of community Inthis neighborhood was not completely
the effect of the renewable energy technologies and policies in this
place, but it was a positive result
case study projects
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SITE ANALYSIS AND FOPMULATION
OF DESIGN PPOCESS
Role of the Site and Natural Force Mapping
'TYPICAL SITE' - PORTLAND, MAINE
The site for this project was chosen initially based on personal familiarity with the area, and more specifically, based on its
ability to operate as a 'typical site'. The intention of the design investigation was to generate prototypical ideas and concepts
resulting from the introduction and integration of renewable energy technologies into an existing urban site. In order for the
investigation to operate as proto-typical, the site was to have neither extremely favorable nor unfavorable conditions in
relation to the harnessing of natural forces for the production of clean energy. Rather, an average site in relation to potential
energy was sought, thereby allowing the ideas and concepts to be translated or replicated to other comparable 'average'
sites. The site acted as a test-bed for ideas; it was not integral to react specifically to the 'placeness' of the site.
The project site is located in Portland, Maine, on the East coast of the United States. Portland lies on a three mile long
peninsula extending into the ocean, roughly rectangular in shape, with a population of approximately 64,000. The peninsula
is saddle-shaped lengthways in section, with a hill on either end. The city center occupies a ridge that runs between the two
hills, a place very exposed to the natural elements. Historically, Portland has been a harbor city, largely influenced and
sustained by the fishing industry. The site is located on the southeastern side of the peninsula, in the Old Port Exchange
district. This site was specifically chosen due to the existing composition of commercial/retail, industrial, and residential
building uses as well as the varying conditions on the site of denser urban fabric and open, industrial-scape on the bay.
site analysis and formulation of design process
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The project site is roughly 600 feet wide by 1,900 feet in length, oriented 33 degrees off of north. The specific site bound-
aries were determined by framing an area that allowed the project to accomplish the aims in the given time, and to facilitate
the choice to work at a variety of scales. It is critical to note, in terms of working and designing with natural forces and
natural systems, the depicted boundary is very artificial. Over the course of the investigation, the project zoomed both in
and out in order to reconcile with the nature of natural forces and to draw from the interconnected essence of a systems
approach. The bounded site shown here became known as the 'WHOLE'.
The northernmost part of the site is comprised of 19th century brick and granite buildings, four to six stories in height, and
closely spaced such that the alleys are only pedestrian accessible. These buildings typically have commercial/retail busi-
ness on the street level, with residential or office space on the upper levels. The sense in the area is dense and internalized,
where one is more aware of the happenings immediately around him/her in the alleys and the buildings, and less aware of
the larger, natural conditions of the sky, ocean and climate. An open central gathering space occurs in the crossroads of the
alleys, where a strong visual connection is made out to the harbor. A main street cuts across the site, disconnecting
access and awareness of the densely inhabited area from the docks and ocean. The majority of the south end
of the site is existing industrial infill, with remnants of boats and docks from a fishing industry past.
Newer residential townhouses exist on one half of the dock area of the site, and metal industrial
buildings and warehouses are on the other. Crossing the street immediately removes one from the
very internalized zone of the commercial area and opens one up to the elements. This area of the
site is highly unorganized and lacking definition in what it is attempting to be or do. People cannot,
easily reach the docks or the inlets, as the space is taken up by haphazard parking. It is lacking any
place to gather or movement paths specifically for pedestrians. One now enters the very exposed part of
the site, and bigness of water and sky becomes apparent. Moving further out towards the ocean, the awareness of the
natural forces becomes increasingly apparent.
site analysis and formulation of design process
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CLIMATE AND
DESIGN PPOCESS
Natural force diagrams
The initial step of the design process was to take the
factual information of the climate data for the site and
transpose it into a visual diagram format. These dia-
grams were meant to suggest ways in which to view
the site in terms of the placement of renewable energy
technologies, and the experiential characteristics of the
natural forces. Particular times of day and year were
isolated in the diagrams, conveying the directions and/
or magnitudes of the sun, wind, tide, rainfall, and elec-
tricity. Daily and annual ebb and flow cycles were
graphed below the diagrams to compare the various
cycle durations of the forces. The climate in Portland
is one of a cooler, northern climate, somewhat tem-
pered by the presence of the ocean. The average an-
nual temperature is a high of 54.9 "F and a low of 35.8
"F, and wind speeds average 8.7 m.p.h. The tide rises
and falls roughly 10 feet twice a day, and sunshine
possible averages 57% of the year. Portland receives
between 3" to 4" of rain per month. This exercise sug-
gested to me that there were spatial qualities in relation
to the way in which we comprehend and experience
natural forces, as well as an emerging logic that began
to locate the various technologies to be implemented
on the site. This step became a catalyst in suggesting
a process of mapping the natural forces as seen in the
following two steps, becoming a significant informer
to the design process.
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Natural force mapping 1
Once the 'factual' information had been transposed
from the previous exercise, it was necessary to fur-
ther decode the visual information into a more useful
form. The next step was to map the natural forces of
the sun, wind, and tide, in terms of direction/orienta-
tion and magnitude. The three forces were depicted
through the use of color, the force directions are a
function of the brush strokes, and the intensity of the
color signifies the magnitude of the force. The same
times of day and year were employed from the pre-
vious step. This resulted in natural force mappings
which I believed depicts the climate data more in the
way a person experiences the forces on the site. A
spatial organization, or code, emerged. To test and
analyze the spatial qualities, four three-dimensional
abstract models were overlaid on the mappings and
constructed. These four abstractions represent the
first attempt at a 3-D representation and layout of the
various renewable technologies on the site in re-
sponse to the diagrams and the mappings done up
to this point.
site analysis and formulation of design process
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CLI1MATE AND
DESIGN PPOCESS
Natural force mapping 2
It was necessary for the force mapping to go through
a second iteration, after sensing the pertinent infor-
mation had not been fully realized from the previous
step. It was at this point that I began to think of the site
in terms of SHELTER and EXPOSURE in relation to
places of MOVEMENT and GATHERING. These ideas
arose out of revisiting the issues of the exposed exte-
rior areas in this climate in relation to the need for com-
fort and shelter during different seasons of the year.
The connection was made between the need of the
renewable technologies to be exposed to the natural
forces, which simultaneously could provide shelter to
people underneath, against, or within the structure.
Taking the previous mappings, the information was
transposed by layering combinations of areas exposed
and sheltered from the sun and wind. The resultant
mappings released geometries/ spatial relationships
that established a logic by which to design and place
the technologies, as well as provided a secondary role
for the technologies as potential movement and gath-
ering spaces. Most importantly, the simple logic of in-
versely using the renewable technologies to both pro-
duce energy and shelter provides people inhabiting the
space the potential for reconnections.
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CONC L.US IONS
Natural forces, energy generation, and design logic
The choice was made to view the natural forces of solar radiation, wind, tide, and rainfall available on this site as energy
generators, as well as informers of a design process that reconnects people with the forces. The means to do this were not
known or understood at the outset of this process. The steps that were taken formed an exploration where each step
informed the next, and resulted in a design logic that melded together a decision-making process in terms of locating the
renewable technologies, as well as an informant for where people would inhabit the site in terms of movement and gather-
ing. This way of abstracting data/ information into three-dimensional visual forms was very influential in the formulation of
the design process. Rather than dealing only with the magnitudes of forces, the mapping represented the information as
something with mass or volume, that took up space, and could be physically experienced by people. Making the vital
connection between shelter and exposure, inhabitation of the site, and the relationship to the natural forces was critical in
bridging the problematic social/ environmental gaps. These notions are further discussed and developed, as well as the
design logic, in the steps described in section <6.0>.
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APPLilED TO SITE
Design Process and Investigation
MACRO AND MICPO SCAlE
With the design logic established as described in the previous section, further development of the renewable energy
technology system on the site was pursued. The investigation moved through a variety of scales in order to bracket
different zones, finding new ways to view and develop the project. This method was influenced by the systems approach
described in section <3.1 >. All parts in a system are interconnected by a network of mutual dependencies. Because of
this interrelationship, focusing in on the micro level helps to inform ideas related to the macro level, and vice versa.
The first step looked atthe WHOLE site <6.1>, working through an ordering and placement of solarthermal, PV's, water
storage, water catchment, and wind turbines. Calculations of energy production and consumption were introduced at
this point in order to determine an appropriate energy production density for the site <6.2>. Next, the investigation
zoomed out and studied the city of Portland as a WHOLE + <6.3>, establishing a rational order of large scale technol-
ogy placement, as well as a city-wide datum and larger ordering system. Finally, the project zoomed in to the micro
scale, focusing on four particular MOMENTS in the scheme, meanwhile synthesizing the overall SYSTEM of energy
producing infrastructure on the site <6.4>.
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Initial system layout
This stage represents the first attempt at placing the vari-
ous technologies on the site, struggling with each sys-
tem as to placement on the site in terms of the outlined
criteria. The purpose of this step was twofold: to move
the design to a point in order to analyze, study, critique,
a dnfyrther develop Inprocess; to freeze the
design to perforgm calc4l tq4est the efficiency of
the propas4. e srva6ons/c rns/criticisms that
4 meaged werttibwing:he need to establish a
1 j6or o5kV ibselon what order-to place
the technog ,t dsign was treating the site as a
fat plane ith a tendency towards inhabiting the vacant
a ace; not spoing enough to the surrounding exist-
conditions rther development of an understand-
fxin site dynamics; further recognition of
t areas outlying the site.
-A <j
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Renewable Energy Production Calculations
Set 1.0
Existing Buildings on Site -Electricity Consumption
Building type: Sq. Footage
cOMMERCL 2M,70S.00
Comma ckie cosanph nfactes:3
9.40 lWesqyr.'
Total e ectricity demand kWh
1,943,008.20
1,611,750.00
bdmeld &W&acnsunpbm factus:'
9.40 MV sIIy'
SEASONAL TOTALS: 847,879.75 1,097,687.62 933,067.77 923,719.05
247,596.00
TOTAL CONSUMPTION -3,802,354.20 kWh annually
83
r e eileleciteycomsmpOn
20;340A
5026 e (t.diam.)
153.93 Il (14ft diam.)
ao
20 w
100ft. 200ft.
15.0 178
10.4 1lit
9. 11.0
134 t16.0
1.9
30%
Total -annual kWh
2,514.70
37,720.50
12,38897
61,944.83
A" he** oe.?do)
- n*VtMWu:W
13,123.50 11,121.87 31,330.95 TOTAL PRODUCTION 3%99,665.32 kWh annually
initial Proposal - Solar Energy Production
Latiude: |N43.65degroes
Longde: W 70.32 degmes
2-Ail 888dtw
1moie (9.33 f .4
bvs o 18tsoA (167-94 ft'
wquad E9f 8 nmw
2-Ais & Fbld Photooltaics
80n0n0
Total -annual kWh
166.61
2,998.98
35,987.76
124.58
498.32
240,190.24
78,401.84 77,714.16 61,122.16 58,939.84 TOTAL PRODUCTION 276,178.00 kWh annually
Initial Proposal - Wind Energy Production
Micro turbine swept are;
Mini turbine swept area:
Wind speeds (mph)'
spdng
air density at sea levei
cube factor
turbine efficiency factor'
SEASONAL TOTALS: 44,089.01
aNude na
astnulh na
aer* 43.7 degmes
aAinI 1O (sout)
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SEASONAL TOTALS: 7%
Initial Proposal - Tidal Energy Production
tide hight range
7
effidency factor
tidal barrage area 1:
da barrage area 2:
tida barrage area 3:
area in sq. ft.
35,250
21,750
9750
barrage 1 23
80.oo
O1D2 3
40000-
200001
1 2 34
3.57 m
area in km2
Thh brrage #2
133,136.74 133,136.74 133,136.74 79,882.05 13%TOTAL PRODUCTON 479,292.28 kWh annually
SEASONAL BALANCE: -592,252.16 -873,713.22 -727,687.00 -753,566.21 BALANCE -2,947,218.59 kWh annually
SEASONAL TOTALS:
Total -annual kWh
253,610.35
156,131.50
69,550.43
22%
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Existing Buildings on Site -Hot Water Consumption
210 housing units on site
2.66 people/ housing unit'
558.6 total people 30 gallons hot water/ day'
9,046 total coumeical businesses
113,078 employees
12.5 enployeen/ commercial sp ce
70 businesses
875.00 total erployees 0.5 galons hot water/ day'
16,758.00 total residential
437.50 total commercial
14,900 sq. ft total proposed 0.75 sq. ft/ gallon wat7' TOTAL PlODUC1ON
11,175.00 gallons to be stored for daily demand
BALANCE -6,020.50 gallons per day
RESIDENThAL
COMMERCIAL
Initial Proposal - Solar Thermal Hot Water Production
THERMAL COLLECTORS
flat plate collectors
STORAGE
86
11,175.00 ,..mw.,y 65%
6.2 CALCUcATIONS
Renewable energy density for site
The renewable technologies were being implemented in or-
der to produce energy for the site; thus it was necessary to
calculate how much energy and hot water the design was
producing relative to the demand of the existing buildings.
The calculations were to provide ballpark figures of the bal-
ance of production and consumption within the boundary
of the site (WHOLE). This was done in order to establish a
sense of production density on such a site. It needs to be
noted that it is artificial to a certain extent to treat the site as
autonomous, but was deemed acceptable for the nature of
the exercise. Estimations were calculated from figures on
northeast energy and hot water consumption for residen-
tial, commercial and industrial. Calculations were then per-
formed for each of the energy producing technologies rela-
tive to the site location/climate. It was found that the site
was producing 22% of the electricity demand and 65% of
the hot water demand. It was my sense that the renewable
infrastructure did not have a strong enough presence on the
site, which led to the decision to attempt to produce 50% of
the electricity demand and 100% of the hot water demand.
The calculations also revealed which technologies were most
efficient based on the specific characteristics of the site;
tidal barrages produced the most energy, followed by pho-
tovoltaics. The density of these two technologies was in-
creased hereafter in response to this finding.
This step was very critical in terms of validating the potential
of introducing renewable energy systems to such a site.
The calculations further diversified the investigation by fo-
cusing on the efficiency and ability of the technologies, as
well as on the aesthetic and experiential offerings.
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operates typ. duringbusiness hours
often produces excE is heat
COMMEPCIAL PESI
cells - form localitie
INDUSTPIAL
)ENTIAL
excess hot water & steam
operates typ. during business hours
can benefit both commercial & residential
depending on proximity
Icriteria and characteristics applied to site
6.3 W H O L KE~ +
Site, larger context & ordering system
This stage looked atthe system of renewable energy production
at the macro scale. Three main discoveries resulted from this
step. The first established a system of placementordering of the
different technologies on the site, namely the large scale tech-
nologies of wind turbines and tidal barrages. Next, ideas were
developed regarding different building uses and the potential to
exchange and recycle excess energy (heat or steam) to other
buildings in close proximity. The conclusion was made that a
variety of building uses was better suited in i locality than the
typical zoning for only one; again, the idea of diversity. Finally,
and most significant was the discovery made relating to solar
thermal technology. Being the only technology working with en-
ergy in the form of heat it is highly dependanton the need to be
located adjacentto its consumption point Decisions were made
based on information from a comparable case study project in
Germany. A language of hot water storage mounds was placed
across the city, where zones had been demarcated based onthe
area the local solar thermal system could serve. Also factored
in was the widely accepted walking distance of a quarter mile
as being the maximum distance public nodes should be located
from where people live. In the center of the cel, the storage
mound would exist which would serve the community, and
would become part of a recognizable ordering system. This is
similar to the awareness people have of the intangible bound-
aries that define elementary school districts in a town.
~ 65 gallons
16,900 gallons
' diameter
ordering
high school)
- '%
I
% -
'~1
~ -~
MICPO AND MINI
WIND TURBINES
mini turbines as visual landmark for
region; micro turbines create permeable
zone/space for
gathering under/within
TIDAL BAPPAGES
crossgrain of pedestrian path system,
provide movement place to experience rise
and fall of tide
DI ~ 1
SOLAP THEPMAL.
HOT WATEP
2 3
WATEP CATCHMENTGAPDENS
4
PHOTOVOLTAC CANOPY
GATHEPING SPACE
GPOUND SUPFACES
PATHSYSTEM90 soft and hardscape surfacing proposed to
help organize and define the site;
crossgrain path-system tied in with tidal
barrages
EXISTING SITE
CONDITIONS
6A SYSTEM
Development and synthesis
The remainder of the project was spent working at the
micro scale, developing four main areas, or MOMENTS,
on the site. These moments represent subsystems in re-
lation to the overall system of energy producing infrastruc-
ture. Working in this scale allowed more consideration in
terms of how one would come in contact and experience
the technologies. Thought was given to additional roles
the energy producing technologies could serve, such as
places for gathering that would provide a degree of shel-
ter and movement in the highly exposed areas of the site.
The development of the moments led simultaneously to
the general synthesis of the system depicted here; this
represents the final proposal. The investigation focused
more on the subsystems and their development, and less
so on the overall synthesis of the system. Three main
concepts resulted from the introduction of renewable sys-
tems to the site. These concepts were in terms of: [1]
spatial construction as prototypical design, [2] new types
of space, [3] and finally, qualities of space.
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THEEPMAL / STOPAGE MOUNDS
[1] PPOTOTYPICAL CONCEPTS
The solar thermal structure/earth mound combination is
one of the examples that is easily translated or replicated
to another site. The main requirements of the system are
close proximity to hot water consumption and storage
points, and orientation to the sun/wind.
mapping of winter wind sheltered
areas and sun exposed existing on
site - geometry naturally creates
sheltered microclimates in winter;
shield people from cold wind and
expose to warm sun for comfort
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L' a
5A MONENT
Solar thermal & storage mounds
Providing solar thermal hot water production adjacent to
site led to the design of
Itftyp rra r a pedestrian movement path.
n. su ort the panels at the neces-
w span a long distance in
to number of panels. This
to 4 tunity to de e a linear movement space
shade from the high angled sun in the sum-
m an&exposure to low angled sun in the winter for
arN h. T ifrpping vercises < 5.3 > found that
additionally b king northern winter wind would create a
buffered outdoor zone. Blocking the wind was achieved
by InQdicing an undulating earth mound/wall along the
north side of the walkway, forming small gathering pock-
ets facing the south. The earth mound provided a natu-
rally insulated place for the water to travel to the large
storage mound, as well as a place to rest and sit
criteria and characteristics applied to site
s6-A I A
SOLAP THEPMAL/ PAINWATEP CATCHMENT
[1] PPOTOTYPICAL CONCEPTS
The combination of solar thermal and water collection sys-
tem could be replicated or translated to other similar ur-
ban sites/ conditions depending on the particular situa-
tion.
mapping of wind sheltered areas
existing on site (lateral environ-
mental forces); therefore, not
protected from rain or snow
(from above); potential to col-
lect rain water also presents the
opportunity to shelter the main
retail/commercial pedestrian ar-
tery on the site
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6A2 M O M E N T
Solar thermal & rainwater collection
U
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A V II - f
Solar thermal panels were implemented on the roofs of
the existing buildings in the northern area of the site.
The panels were placed at the appropriate angle, and
became a surface suitable for collecting rainwater. Glass
panels in the form of a V section were introduced over
the alleyway. Rainwater would fall off the solar thermal
panels, onto the glass panels, then be carried away in
the water channel. The glass panels serve the purposes
to both collect and channel the rainwater; as well, they
provide shelter from both rain and snow below the cov-
1MA#Ie4d r!sothat shops and businesses are easily ac-
cessed when the weather otherwise prevents this. The
buildings have existing balconies that reach out into the
~ a,0* jrO4yway. Glass panels above a balcony are mov-
-blIfhqthat individuals can control the amount of ven-
4Atfo ey receive orto actively channel water into their
stoage tank for gardening or gray water system.
Therefore, the individual's actions are connected into
dJatg"ystem of water catchment for the local area,
which instills a level of responsibility, and an opportu-
nity to learn from doing.
01
M PAINWATERP CATCHMENT SYSTEM/ PUBLIC GREENSPACE
[2] NEW TYPES OF SPACE
Greenspace in the city is necessary; a neighborhood scale
rainwater catchment system reinforces the ability for ur-
ban greenspace. Establishing the combination of water
catchment and greenspace could be replicated and in-
serted all over the city. The greenspace can take on a new
role, be it integrated into a building or as outdoor gardens.
The greenspace and rainwater catchment system connects
people to the cycles of precipitation and the need of water
for living things.
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6A3 M O M E N T
Rainwater collection & public greenspace
The rainwater collected by the glass panel arcade sys-
tem described in <6.42> is stored underground until
needed. Garden platforms are introduced on the dock
side of the street, forming terraces stepping down to
the ground level. The platforms are constructed through
a simple steel structure, providing space underneath the
platforms for parking, storage, or building by the water's
edge. The structure continues up through the platforms
providing a framework for assembling greenhouse pan-
els in wintertime. When water is needed to nourish the
gardens, it is released from the storage tanks and trav-
els by gravity feed in a gently sloping channel across
the main road and down to the platforms. The support
for the channel additionally allows for a pedestrian walk-
way to more safely traverse the busy road, as well as
allow people to travel with the flow of water. The plat-
forms serve multiple uses, from public greenspace, gar-
den allotments for residents to lease, or interior green-
houses/atrium spaces that could be absorbed by com-
mercial or civic buildings to provide a better work envi-
ronment.
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PHOTOVOLTAICS / GATHEPING SPACE
[3] QUALITIES OF SPACE
In working with renewable energy technologies, and draw-
ing influence from natural forces as design informers, a
particular quality of space emerged, a transforming/ tran-
sitional space that can react and respond to the changing
environmental conditions. The lightweight, flexible, inter-
mediate space that the canopy/tent structure creates re-
sulted from integrating the needs of the technologies imple-
mented, as well as providing a sheltered gathering space
for people on the most exposed area of the site.
4 liii
'U
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OA4 M 0 E N T
Wind turbines & PV canopy space
The need for a defined gathering space on the dockside
of the site has been previously discussed. The siting of
the large hot water storage mound began the locating of
this node, as well as the association with the group of
micro turbines. The bases of the turbines form a space,
bounded by the grounded earth mound. The concept of
providing a large public space that was in between in-
door and outdoor emerged as a transitional space that
changes by opening/extending in summer and closing/
receding in winter. This resulted from the need and ability
to adjust the angle of photovoltaics between high sum-
mer and low winter sun angles. The space would adjust
itself to benefit both the technology it employed for pro-
ducing energy efficiently, as well as provide comfort for
the people inhabiting ft. In warm months, the two sides
would extend up to create a highly permeable zone cov-
ered only by the tensile canopy covered with PV cells,
thus providing shade from the summer sun, and allowing
breeze, ventilation and people to pass through. In winter,
the sides would shut down, enclosing the space to block
out cold winter wind and to hold in solar heat gain. This
created a transitional space for public events, such as
farmers markets and symphonies.
criteria and characteristics applied to site
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CONCLWUSION
Last remarks and next steps...
The main function of the project investigation was to ask questions and provoke thought in the context of renewable energy
production in the built environment. The intentions of this project from the outset were largely utopian and idealistic; it was clear
that such aims would not thoroughly be solved and investigated in the course of one semester. Therefore, the investigation was
conceived as a 'first pass' to bring out various issues, concepts, and questions in order to outline a life-long agenda. While it is
noted that the investigation only scratched the surface of this large topic, the design did, however, reach a certain level of
resolve, demonstrating the viability of the project, as well as to bring up relevant questions and issues. These unanswered
questions validate the need for ongoing exploration, research, design, and thought into this important and provocative area, and
serve as an opportunity to propose future investigations.
At the conclusion of this first pass, it is clear to me that the intentions of this project remain necessary and pertinent issues
worthy of consideration. I continue to believe strongly in the need to pursue the production of clean energy, to model built
systems after natural systems, to contribute positively to the community and ecosystem, and especially to treat people as
intelligent beings with something positive to offer others and capable of creative learning. This thesis more broadly advocates
a collective shift in attitude regarding what is important and valuable in our lives; a collective shift is central to the potential for
this concept of re-connection. This project has proposed ways in which a re-connection could be facilitated, but needs to go
further. However, having gone through the investigation, some inspiring, instructive conclusions have emerged.
When drafting the proposal for this project slightly less than one year ago, I had projected that the design would be radical in its
aims and pursuits, assuming that a drastic solution was the only means to counter the difficult problems described in the
introduction <1.0>. Ironically, at the completion of this first pass, what actually came out of the investigation was, in some
respects, the exact opposite. The outlined criteria was deliberately referenced to structure decisions and launched the design
investigation into a new direction, coupled with the new design methodology that emerged out of the force mapping exercises.
From this process, I assumed a radical result would come about; instead the design inadvertently transformed very traditional
conclusion
notions of public gathering, movement and recreational spaces (arcades, esplanades), to additionally serve the role of
producing clean energy. This was one of the more exciting and unforeseeable findings that the project came upon, and
speaks highly of the fact that there is still reason to draw from the past, while at the same time to continue to evolve and
respond to the changing technologies. This finding reaffirmed my convictions that it was, in fact, possible to make this re-
connection, presuming we once knew a stronger connection with natural systems and community in the past.
Another area of resolve was the force mapping method formulated out of the direct relationship of the harvesting of energy
and the performance criteria and experiential qualities of natural forces. This process proved invaluable to the aims of the
project, that being to reconnect both built systems and people back with natural systems. At the outset of this investigation,
I understood the design process to be an important aspect to the development of
the project; I did not realize until further along the critical and influential role this
process would play. By starting with factual data, and transposing it into a visual
format, the project discovered new ways to make decisions that directly related to
the aims of the renewable energy production and integration. Additionally, it made
-AO the critical inverse relationship between the technologies and the natural forces,
and the technologies and the people sheltered in their midst. This significant find-
ing made it clear that it was possible to make the connection in a simple, intuitive,
and aesthetic manner.
There were certain conclusions I wanted to reach at the outset of the project, but
was unclear how these would play out by the end. The conclusions that came out
of this project were much more in the realm of unpredictable but pleasant sur-
prises, and speak of the many faces of the project still left to disclose. The remain-
ing unanswered questions continue to be similar to those at the beginning, and speak more of the limited time spent thus far
on the project. The following discussion serves the purpose to outline and project where future work in this area should go
as informed by the process and findings of this thesis, in order to focus on and deal with the remaining questions.102
One question that was briefly addressed during the investigation in section<6.3> is the role and degree of importance of
building uses in relation to energy recycling in a local area. Zoning practices in the United States advocate grouping of like-use
buildings in defined areas of a city. In some respects, this is arguably a beneficial way of planning in terms of assuring a certain
quality of work and life atmosphere. However, when one thinks in terms of highly efficient energy production, there are
opportunities being missed with this type of layout. As briefly discussed in section <6.3>, the different building uses of
commercial, residential and industrial have different times of operation and different energy needs. Residential occupation
typically is opposite the time of day commercial and industrial uses operate. Additionally, commercial and residential typically
only consume energy, while some industrial processes produce energy by-products in the form of heat and steam. For the
most part, these energy by-products are lost into the atmosphere, resulting in a
highly wasteful and inefficient system, as well as creating and supporting redun-
dancies as a result of this planning mentality.
There are however other ways of viewing city planning in terms of energy efficiency.
By taking advantage of the opposite times of day that commercial and residential
operate, excess heat that is produced in a commercial office building from running
all day could be channeled to residential buildings in the evenings, where people
have gone home from work. As well, industrial processes that produce excess heat
or steam could be placed adjacent to commercial and residential buildings; deliver-
ing the excess heat or steam to the commercial business during the day and the
residences during the night. Industrial buildings could be distributed across the city
in relation to locations of neighborhood co-generation power plants, working to-
gether mutually to produce the products (energy or manufacturing) and share the
excess energy such that the system on the neighborhood scale becomes increas-
ingly efficient. These notions bring up interesting new relationships and ways to consider the planning and zoning practices for
the built environment. As stated in section <3.1 >, the ecosystem does not support individual parts locating themselves based
on individual convenience or desire, as this is highly inefficient; therefore, nor should the built environment.
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A possible investigation that could focus on this issue would be to lookfurther into existing projects that operate on the neighborhood! local
level of energy generation and the recycling of energy, and to analyze the successes and shortcomings. Also, it would be useful to
determine what specific types of industry are best suited adjacent to neighborhood co-generation plants, and how this could affect a
residential neighborhood both positively and negatively. Compiling examples of commercial and residential buildings passing heat energy
between them, and the technologies that exist to facilitate this would be useful. Finally, and most significant would be to consider and
speculate how these ideas alter the way we currently consider the built environment and determine what design strategies could be
introduced that might come out of this new organization.
A second question yet to be addressed is the role of eminent domain, local law policy, and the network of community social structures in
terms of introducing and integrating such technologies into the built environment American's enjoy overseeing their personal property,
and do not wish to be overwhelmed with laws and mandates regarding their belongings. However, operating as individual, autonomous,
inefficient buildings will not result in a more holistic, communal, efficient situation. This is the same attitude that continues to enforce built
systems to be in complete denial of the natural ecosystem and the wasting away of natural resources. Therefore, it is interesting to
consider how such a project would actually come to be. That is, would it be proposed and overseen by the govemment of the city; would
it be the result of a community wishing to create more meaningful places; or is it an 'energy park' thattourists come to visit and leam about
the new technologies and how they can be integrated into their lives? Perhaps even more fundamental, does it result out of necessity or
by choice? While questions such as these are not so easily answered specifically through research, finding comparable projects that have
undertaken similar initiatives would begin to frame a proposal such as this in a more realistic sense. Codes in relation to infrastructure
should also be studied in order to reveal more about the potential implementation of such a project.
The final question to be tested is how well the ideas, concept prototypes, and design methods from this first pass translate to another site.
This would reveal the success of the proposal in terms of the aims. This would be initially tested by choosing another comparable coastal
site and translate the ideas. A more challenging and informative project would be to introduce the ideas and prototypes to a very different
type of site, with similar natural resources. An example of this might be a smaller town or a residential area. This would force the concepts
to come to terms with the specific dynamics and built environment of the chosen place, and inevitably reveal more depth to the design
method, and prototypical concepts.104
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Existng Buildings on Site - Hot Water Consumption
210 housingunlts on site
2.66 pepe/housing unli
558.6 total people
9,046 total commercal businesses
113,078 employees
12.5 employees/ commercial space
70 businesses
875.00 total employees
30 galonshot water/ day' total resildetial
0.5 gallons hot water/ da total commterial
Initial Proposal - Solar Thermal Hot Water Production
THERMAL COLLECTORS
flat plate colectors
STORAGE
11,500 sq.ft.totalproposed 0.75 sq.ft/galonwa-e oste .dy
8,625.00 gallons to be stored for daily demand
BALANCE gallons per day
These calculations represent the energy producing capacity of the site at the completion of the design project. The first set of calculations in section <6.2> established the need for a higher energy production 'density' on the site. The goal
was made to produce 50% of the electricity and 100% of the hot water demand on the site. While these goals influenced the design and integration of the energy producing infrastructure, other dimensions of the project were also being
addressed simultaneously; dimensions such as consideration for human interaction and inhabitation of the technologies. The opposition of these two intentions began having significant impacts on particular areas of the proposed design in
terms of scale and the need to strike an acceptable balance. Therefore, the established goal for hot water production was not achieved due to the decision to preference human scale over monstrous solar thermal panels. Further
investigation of this project would be useful in terms of finding the proper balance between these two dynamics; the limits of this iteration simply suggest that there exists a need to establish such a balance.
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RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
g 9PufdWy
50%
110
krnage 1.2.34586
aceo
1M23N
288,840.29 288,840.29 288,840.29 173,304.17
Total -annual kWh
70,146.81
147,878.20
90,805.34
160,264.93
325,432.60
418,601.32
TOTAL PRODUCTION
tide height rang
7
eficiency factor
tidalbarrage area1:
tIda barage area 2:
tidal barage area 3:
dal barrage area 4:
tidal barrage area 5:
ddal barage area 6:
-234,429.99 -697,085.46 -545,716.85 -517,134.44 BALANCE -1,588,091.60 Mannuny
11.7 ft.
0.34
areain sq. ft.
8,370
17,645
10,835
19,123
38,831
49,948
3.57 m
aea in km2
7.83E-04
1.65E-03
1.01 E-03
1.79E-03
3.63E-03
4.67E-03
1,213,129.21 kWh annually
TW bw#I
ThAW.ge #2
Th wrVg#3
7TM~ igt #4
T7/hx E#5
Wb~M#6
SEASONAL TOTALS:
SEASONAL B LANCE:
32%
58%
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Initial Proposal - Tial En ergy Production
Initial Proposal - Wind Energy Production
lcroturbineswept are
Mini tiobsne swept area'
Wind speeds (mph)'
spring
tal
air demsity a sa level
cub facor
turiNne fficiency factor*
mm a mna 8w0m
10000
1327 3l (13'-6".diam.)
1809.56 (48R. diam)
0.0050B8
Atif0 WOWio(a)
W m~~d@ilcain@
OffMW &4(14 *)
72,442.19 213,732.54 TOTAL PRODUCTION 889,271.87 kWh annually
Initial Proposal - Solar Energy Production
Lalude: N43.605egrms
LongLde: W 70.32 degmes
i mas(933W)
bti18mnem(167.94e)
Wep"sba*d 18io m
bfank umess ?732V")
41nalkispqouse
Total -annual kWh
162.52
2,925.36
46,792.94
124.32
497.28
65,068.584,092
4MacW
TOTAL PRODUCTION 111,861.52 Whannually
200000
150,000
0
SEASONAL TOTALS: 301,567.14
Total -annual kWh
6,640.99
120,982.13
145,641.37
768,289.73
85,733.85
allde na
Azmh na
aiude 43.7derm
azmglh 180 (soul)
23%
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SEASONAL TOTALS: 23,042.34 26,028.03 26,068.44 19,547.90 3%
4
4o
2.oo
EhudCwopy*
Renewable Energy Production Calculations - final
Set 2.0
Existing Buildings on Site -Electricity Consumption
Building type:
HNUSlAL
Sq. Footage
206703M
residmi a ommrcialdediccay conumwpoen
200.000
100.000
01
C9mm0 cMi ely cmspMtacos:
9A40 nai sq.t/y.'
Total electricity demand kWh
1,943,008.20
1,611,750.00
247,596.00
Asswbidnailcomswophnads :
296,55.00 210 housingnbi 7 775.0M WI koti a*Y .
26 0idulc. yea e nors:
26,340.00 9.40 lUnfaq#y'
847,879.75 1,097,687.62 933,067.77 923,719.05 TOTAL CONSUMPTION -3,802,354.20 kWhannually
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